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ectrolytic inning process 
h e 

stretches tin supply 
e e —makes better, less expensive tin-plated products 

pioneered by Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation 

oR LF" EE oe $$$ rr ecg ore 
yl id : THEA iy a ve * Thom 

> Before the war, almost all tin plate was made 2m pe es i Ea 3 il 
by the hot-dip method in which a sheet of steel gt i OE oe ao . ws. a 
was coated by dipping it into molten tin, In ggggl we - ow A 
the 1930's, Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation, a 7 te 7 <—_ Ce fee 
member of the United States Steel family, played ua | Pos Oem Wien a an important role in the research work and the J ya, ay, ia 
technological development of the electrolytic - | a Bes ae - 
process—an improved tinning method in which a y <=" YS — 2 am | 
strip of steel is given a thin, uniform coating of a | . % pi (as 5 f | 7 | 
tin by passing continuously and rapidly through y Sta (. 2a 0) | a pee. a bath of special plating solution. This process gd Pm: Sg) an. J ee necessitated the development, by Carnegie- ies ig “3 et 2 7 a 
Illinois engineers, of complex mechanical equip- Mee , iat pees 
ment completely revolutionary in the industry. ys ae . iq J ae - Pein | 

Since the electrolytic process covers a given co, 2 — | i ‘ab lr elms 
area of steel with only one-third the amount of hone 4 is SS) oe 
tin that the hot-dip method requires, it makes Ps 4s i 4 *) af : ae ee lO f CUCL the tin suppl y go 3 times as far. ee a R44 a f a ee nS 

Today, United States Steel Corporation has be fs SI nan a) ok. nine electrolytic tin-plating lines producing U-S:S v a ‘ Ae Py oe ee Ferrostan. These lines are helping to lower the W \ NS AY es cost of tin-plated steel... stretch the supply of Ey) J 7 ee 
tin—and make better tin-plated products, & A : Pee Ss 

—a a 

le ea 3. 2 a Opportunities 
gruntty . Work such as this has an important place in the operations of all U. S. Steel 

opr? 4 Subsidiaries. To be carried out successfully, these undertakings require quali- 
oO oo 4 fied technical men. Why not see your Placement Officer about the book “Paths : _oretl | of Opportunity in U. S. Steel” and find out how you can take part in this 
yn oe 5 interesting, important work? 

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY - AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY - CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION - COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY 
H.C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES - GENEVA STEEL COMPANY - GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY 
‘MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY - NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY - OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY - OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY 

Sh Pe cll PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION - PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY - TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY 
UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY - UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY - UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY 

) UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY - VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY 

Lo UNITED So Sues 

|
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you can 6c SURE . . . iF irs Westinghouse 

WE WANT 
| saan Sr 

a f pe ee aN y | 

ON AG) Zjome, ) YY | 

CHEMICAL AND (9 ch" em RY 
- tial MER ilo 
_. / AON ay a : 

iL 2 f Pe 1S ro ‘| q 3 
) _ * BAS + Ep | 

! .. Lge allF Wl 
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Westinghouse is directly interested in the materials  . J pee me 3S ks LL L 

that go into its various products. For example, the - Ea - . " a | | 

development of precision casting processes for high- - 7 . Ri ey : F i | _ 

P a | s UC 
speed, high-temperature gas turbine blades was a LN ae ee A we _ 

exclusively the activity of metallurgical, and chem- . 7 a a NN _ 

ical engineers at Westinghouse.  ® oe a 

Consulting and advisory service, diagnostic lab- _. 4 oo | y ; , _ 

oratory testing, development of new processes and : . oo - ae a _ / 
: sien WB i 2 

specialized equipment are all part of their activity. a ‘ 7 eel _ / 

If you are a metallurgical or chemical engineer, 2. oF | -_ 

then investigate the Westinghouse Graduate Student : 3. ; ; _ / 

‘Training Course now. Your abilities and aptitude : : : os = ae 7 a / 

may be your key to a career in these fields. ¢.10037 : _ _ 

\ £--e \ re i cs ree re Te reir 

Begin planning your future today. Get your of i A 7 To obtain copy of Finding Your Place in Industry, consult 

free copy of the Westinghouse booklet, \ ae i | Placement Officer of your university, or mail this coupon to: 

Finding Your Place in Industry”. | AB The District Educational Coordinator 
See Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

eee? =6—20 N. Wacker Drive, P.O. Box B, Zone 90 
fi a Chicago 6, Illinois 

e | Name 

estin: ouse | College —___________Course__________— 

PLANTS IN 25 CITIES... OFFICES EVERYWHERE | Address 

City ____ State _____cs 
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Basic Chemical Research— Chemical Engineering— Equipment Engineering— 
Physical chemistry, organic Product and process development Design and development of 
chemistry and bio-chemistry. through pilot plant and processing equipment and 

plant scale. automatic machinery. 

_ : 
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- Science Advances Zid eS 
ee ig AAG as PEAT hae eos Teo a Tee ‘ p = a : = Seal SS 

bie a ss Heat and Power Engineering— 
S Procte ar & C4 a hea) ye) ¥(:3 Design and development of 

lk power plants, refrigeration, 
Z 4 

heating. 
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Le ae “se 
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Factory Management— Industrial Engineering— Personnel Administration— Supervision of men, materials Job and method studies, cost Employment, training, and machines in 29 plants. control development. health and safety. 

a “ 
* : Lea ders hh i ip aoe and development calls for corresponding progress in 

processing, equipment design, and production 
Leadership in one form of science is based on __ methods. 

teamwork in many. Long-range research leads naturally and logically 
That’s why Procter & Gamble, longa leader in the into practical production applications. : 

chemical industry, also is making important advances So now, as through 112 years of progress, the key- 
in mechanical, electrical and industrial engineering. note at P & G is scientific teamwork—close coopera- 

AtP &G, every step forward in chemical research _ tion for continued progress. 
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DON'T GET ME WRONG— 

We don't work with _ Zag 
- £ 

ALL THIS STUFF! tee Gg 
: aa 
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For many years, ADVERTISEMENTS SUCH AS \WAg ( 
THIS ONE have appeared regularly in leading \ = oe - 

business magazines. Their primary purpose is iS fo 2 

to build acceptance for Square D Field Engineers, »)) “ is pe P 

practically all of whom come to us from J -. é a 

leading engineering schools such as yours. on 7 i‘ y : 
ly es) CT 

But — Square D Field Engineers work Canada and Mexico, Square D does its 5 

with the industries that do. Our specialty three-fold job: Designs and builds electrical ie 

is electrical distribution and control as it distribution and control equipment in pace 

applies to any industry. Each has its own with present needs—provides sound coun- % 

problems. By working with all kinds and __ sel in the selection of the right equipment 

sizes, we encounter a lot of questions—and for any given application — anticipates 

help work out the answers. As a matter of trends and new methods and speeds their 

fact, our full-time job is working with development. 

industry —helping find that “better way If you have a problem in electrical dis- 

to do it.” tribution or control, call in the nearby 

Through such Field Engineers, located in Field Engineer. He’ll help a lot in finding 

more than 50 offices in the United States, a “better way to do it.” 

oo, 

QUARE J} meet hh 

| aa tel he ; MILWAUKEE 5 Sarat 
° 

aa SQUARE D COMPANY CANADA LTD, TORONTO + SQUARE D de MEXICO, S.A., MEXICO CITY, D.F. 
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Awsociate Baitote: Alumni Editor: Members of an MLE. 62 class are discussing the 
R. JOHNSON 6'50 AL NEMETZ e’50 boiler feed pumps on their field trip to the 
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Into your living room comes the “Age of Electronics”—through radio 
y : : 

and television research achievements of RCA Laboratories. 

Research comes 70 Iife in your Living Koom catia your me aston 
with pay—at 

Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 
: F . . se Victor—one of the world’s foremost manu- 

"Turn on your radio, tune in a televi- of RCA Laboratories. Super-sensitive Image Faciurem af sadiocand-electronte- product 

sion set—as simply as that you have Ortho television cameras and kinescope | tes yo mai parce 
. : . “picture tubes” for receiving sets and radio a good salary with opportunities for ad- 

completed the final step ina long chain relays are RCA firsts. vancement. Here are only five of the many 

of research and invention... projects which offer unusual promise: 
Actually, these are just a few of the © Development and design of radio re- 

r asure, your new com- * ceivers (including broadcast, short wave 

in generous. me . ny hundreds of examples of RCA leadership and FM circuits, television, and phono- 

mand of sound and sight comes from re- jy yadio and electronic research and engi- graph combinations). 
sear ra ies 3 » a © Advanced development and design of 

search nee RGA a oratories neering “know-how”. . . that give value AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F 

a ade available for useful purposes. — ab ARERR induction heating, mobile communications 
and made : : purposes. beyond price in any product or service of eauloments relav eyatemac 

Almost every single major advance in RCA or RCA Victor. S Dediea cf cotepenent) pails: guilt 3 

radio and television during the past 30 coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 

years was pioneered by RCA. cot ree meal 
A few examples of RCA leadership: all- When in Radio City, New York, you are cor- © Design of receiving, power, cathode 

ic television, the all-electronic radio dially invited to visit the radio, television and ray, gas and photo tubes. 

electronic television, the a oie electronic wonders at RCA Exhibition Hall, Write today to National Recruiting Divi- 

receiver, and the Victrola radio-phonograph. 36 West 49th Street. Free admission. Radio sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. 

The iconoscope, television’s electronic “eye,” Corporation of America, RCA Building, Radio oe Be pene Se 

was developed by Dr. V. K. Zworykin—now — City, N. Y. 20. 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 

World Leader in Radio — First in Téelevision 
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Cut courtesy Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

Rotated by torrents of water released from Boulder Dam, 
these shafts transmit energy from the water wheels below 
to six 82500-kva Westinghouse generators above, 
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by Russell Pipkorn m’49 

The WISCONSIN ENGINEER wishes to acknowledge the assist- 
ance of the following companies for supplying some o} the information ~~ i SSCSCRaSeH » aha” .OAf 2" | 

which was incorporated in the following article: American Broach & wou Ps Me ee” | 

Machine Company, DoAll Company, Barber-Colman Company, Fel- oo ~ a oes ~ | 

lows Gear Shaper Company, Pratt & Whitney Company, and the curren ae f . eeu) 7 

Thompson Grinder Company. © & es ¢lae oes es | 

R.H.P. 3 - eyo OWS | 

— om wl A Cg | 
‘ ‘ ane or in nn 

Have you ever wondered about the designs in the FY i) ” i | 
‘i Foe é 4 . u | 

world around you? Curves and contours are the basis of Ne i) ‘ SETS, Ey ' i 

many of the designs so prevalent in modern design. The ~* — aA a8 enti met = 

. . g ‘i Getie a ey. > eal, ae i 

production of these contours is done by some interesting I lit] KIMI ii Ore} ui 4 

methods now common to production but which required i 25 hgh iat TN f aN Zs i 

years of development. This article includes some of the t “ale ok... some ae rv Vee 

more interesting methods of producing contours. Start- id Se “ two f A an 

ing with the conventional production methods, such as at xe ; a @Q cn 

dies and molds, the story of contour controls is carried “ “ 5 4 Se i 

all the way through to the very modern servomechanism TP aaa, ests 

controls now in use on production machinery. Lg _f } i oa me . | 

ety SS r~ ® gh 

Two Classifications of Parts : Lk @ 3 S \aRS » i : 
is ey .. O “ono AN 

Contour parts will generally be classified into two i P S  Rewuase” Rye Yi agit, 

groups; sheet metal parts and solid parts. Their produc- == ceyrten 3 Fe cone : 

tion problems are different in many respects. Sheet metal \ 

contours are best exemplified by the body parts of the woe nia — milf 1 
i ee et 

7 | 
modern car which are pressed from sheet metal, as well —- rumen seen ~ : 

as by those flat metal pieces which are cut out to some Photograph courtesy Fellows Gear Shaper Co. 

regular or irregular shape Solid parts might be exempli- _Several samples of the types of contours being generated, 
. . with the cutters used. 

fied by the dies required to manufacture these parts. An- 

other example of solid parts are those with ae in elevated temperature. The actual production is done with 

two dimensions such as involute gears or other similar gig, mounted in forging presses which hammer the metal 

shapes. . into the die. These dies will be discussed later with other 

As the parts vary, so do the methods of production. types of dies. Extrustion — the operation of forcing metal 

Sheet metal parts of the type described are manufactured through a die to produce a bar of some regular or ir- 

on presses using forming dies. The dies used are the regular shape —has been employed extensively in non- 

backbone of the forming processes. The production of ferrous metals such as brass and aluminum. Rolling in 

these dies will be discussed under the production of solid large mills has been used in producing steel bars of a 

parts. Spinning is another method used for making such variety of shapes by using formed rollers. An example is 

parts as solids of revolution. This operation begins with the steel rails which are made in this way. Machining is 
: « +o 

a flat sheet of metal, and by continuous “pushing” of the still another method employed to produce contours. Be- 

metal over a form with some type of roller tool while ginning with a solid block of metal, or even a casting or 

the sheet rotates, a finished part is produced. This method forging, the final part is produced by the action of a cutter. 

of production is common in cooking utensils. 

Solid parts are produced by a variety of methods, some Form Tools and Sawing 

of which are more common and less costly in their use. The easiest method of machining a simple contour is 

Casting fluid material in molds, either sand, metal or by a form cutter. Form cutters are made of cutting steel 

some other material, either with or without pressure is a and have a shape opposite to the contour being cut. They 

common method of producing contour pieces. Since this are employed as flat tools to form cylindrical contours 

method is a topic in itself, this type of production will on lathes, or as circular cutters with teeth, in milling 

not be discussed. The making of molds for such opera- machines to cut two dimensional contours of some length. 

tions as die-casting (casting metals under pressure) will Another simple method which involves a minimum of 

be discussed with the making of dies. Forging is another waste is the metal cutting saw. Contour saws using specially 

method of producing contour parts. Its principle is to designed saws for various materials have been successfully 

form the metal in dies when it is in a plastic state at an used in making, among many other production items, 

FEBRUARY, 1949 2



punches and dies. A punch and a die are cut from a Generally the initial hole sets the location, and in the 

single piece of material, and the process requires a mini- case of the pulling operation the end of the broach is 

mum of hand finishing. The angle of cut compensates free. It is connected to the ram only by means of the 
for the difference in size of the punch and die due to the puller. Surface broaching is employed to rapidly finish 
width of the saw blade. The operation of sawing is em- surfaces of a simple or complex form. As the teeth of the 
ployed where production is low because a minimum of broach pass over the surface each successive tooth cuts 
tooling is required — only a template —for this as well away a little more of the material until the final few 
as for high production. teeth finish the surface to size. In this type of broaching 

Broaching Internal Contours the broach is rigidly mounted on a moving ram and the 

Broaching is a very important method for use in high work piece is held rigidly in a fixture. A simple example 

* production techniques. Simply explained, broaching is of broach machining is the jaws of a pair of pliers. One 
a method of cutting a contour either internally or on a SO™P@PY fad seb-ip 2 fixiute to: broach. both the mating 
surface by a broach which is pulled or pushed through plier halves ar one time at the rave of 120 paits per 
or along the work. A broach is a tool having a number four: Two Types of Hobbing 
of cutting teeth which progressively cut away on the Hobbing has been employed in the production of two 
working piece until the final few teeth give the finished dimensional contours. Primarily it has been used in the 
shape. A square hole might be used as a simple example cutting of gear teeth. In hobbing, the work revolves on its 
of internal broaching. The broach begins in a round hole axis and the cutter revolves on an axis nearly at right 
and the teeth of the broach gradually cut out the cor- angles to the work and above it, depending on the size of 
ners until the final few teeth will cut all four sides form- the cutter, or hob, and the work. The important part of 
ing the finished square hole. In this type of broaching, the operation is the geared connection between the hob 
the broach itself is pushed or pulled through the part. and the work, which is in turn dependent on the design 

of the hob. 
hh Lilli | > (II n r i i i A comparatively new method of producing irregular 
aT ee min | Ho ! cavities is an operation also called hobbing, but which 

ses | il ys Peal a should not be confused with the hobbing of gears. The 
nT say “ «| es - i ee. bulk of the material to be removed from a cavity is first 
. MTN Src p a / i 8 ey removed with standard machines, lathes or mills. A hard- 

bs ae : Ae | a :. ag nt ened “hob” is then made which has the exact shape of 
rm i cs 4 | La get ] . the required cavity. This “hob” is then forced into the 
a |] lias H \ a nu ‘ cavity in a hydraulic or equivalent press to finish the 
| a 7 ; | i cavity to the shape desired. This method eliminates diffi- 
pms a 4 ; z 4 cult and sometimes impossible machining. 

Ag . aT ye , F Contours by Generation 

a aa me ie Another method of machining two dimensional con- 
oat ee | , : - | tours is the method of generating as employed by the 

=} i ms E Fellows Gear Shaper Company. The work revolves slowly 
r i [* E on one axis and the cutter revolves slowly on another at 

hin jie i i = = f= a fixed relationship to the work as it reciprocates and re- 
re ry Co ae | Ss 3 Ho] moves a cut. The operation has been known for its use 

i] ' im ae a= in generating gear teeth, but many more shapes have been 
L uf ce = _ ee . cut. The shape that can be cut, either internal or external, 
We : if x depends on a successful design of a cutter to produce 

s ie os iv an the correct shape. The actual machining is comparable 
é © | 4 if : j i to shaping or slotting but the important difference is 

‘ : ad | 7 if La o _ the design of cutter and the working relationship be- 
‘ Mi . aa tween work and cutter. The generating principle has been 

¥ say em ] applied to cams and other shapes of seemingly impossible 

aa! _ oo" te Uy machinability. The photograph of some of the shapes 
et . ~*~ e . which have been cut by generation give some idea of the 

se et | we possibilities of the method. 
<a ies, ag es Crush Form Grinding in Production 

. - “ Within the last fifteen years a method of form grind- 
Photograph courtesy Pratt & Whitney Co. ing has been developed to produce irregular shapes, It is 

mile, Energon Cony, tg Tye AG, Known a eran form grinding fom the method ed i parallel cuts used in machining the contour. Further finish forming the grinding wheel. A slowly revolving power op- 
machining will produce a smooth surface. (please turn to page 24) 
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Ts it worth while? 

by Robert Johnson e’50 

(Charts courtesy of “The Engineering Profession in Transition’) 

What are YOU going to do when you graduate? Com- 1. Actual cost, to the student, of further study 

petition is going to be rough; jobs may be hard to find; 2. Remuneration and Advancement 

the question of post graduate occupation is one of uni- 3. Interests and Aptitudes 

versal interest for all engineering students. “What should 4. Educational Objectives 

I do; for whom shoud I works have I = enough oe Actual Costs 

cation, and was it of the right type?” ese are a few ‘ ‘ 
? : _. - g yP ; The expense for himself is often one of the first prob- 

of the questions arising in the minds of most engineers : ; : 
2 lems confronting a student engineer who would like to 

as they approach graduation. Many do not know what . : : 
; : : continue his education. Many students on the verge of 

they’re really interested in, nor how to look for the type : 
. : graduation find that four years of college have exhaused 

of work for which they are best adapted. Will these men 4 . . 
: : . their financial resources. The G.I. bill may have run out, 

find their answer in continued study for advanced de- i j 3 
: . . aa and the young engineer is left almost without a cent on 

grees, will they find it in on-the-job training courses, or 

will they find it in the acceptance of direct assignment "EAR HAGE NONTELY SALARY RATES 

positions in the heart of industry? Nedign OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS IN FIVE BUUCATIONAL LEVELS 

. aes ¢. ate By @xperience Level in 1946 

These questions are difficult to answer even for a spe- 700 - foo 

cific individual. However, a study of the factors con- 600 ae 600 

sidered by many students contemplating graduate work Sod naga oe Se eet oe 

may facilitate an intelligent and worthwhile decision. For- an aie Ls 

mal education has a definite role in industry and applied Cope —No College 

‘ i vi : ; 300} £7 300 

engineering. One definition of engineering that has been ~~ peanatere 

offered is “the art of applying the fundamental princi- 200 200 

ples of science to the solution of practical problems in 100 100 

industry and society.” College is supposed to equip one al lo 
: . : i 15 #5 3 3 4 > 

with the ability and capacity to work with and understand EXPERIENCE LEVEL YEARS 

these fundamental principles. The ability to apply this Chart L 

knowledge to specific problems comes only through prac- 7 

tical experience generally found most readily in industry. which to stand. Understanding this situation, many uni- 

A good many men enroll for graduate study without versities and industries have set up a system of scholar- 

having had the practical experience of industrial work; ships, fellowships, and assistantships which will enable 

as a result they have little idea of the direction in which these men to continue their studies. Actually there is a 

to aim their studies. One trouble is that they do not know large number of adequate fellowships here at the Uni- 

what type of work they'll be doing and what to study in versity of Wisconsin which offer excellent inducement for 

preparation for it. According to Mr. K. B. McEachron, Jr., continued work. There are also quite a few opportunities 

the manager of General Electric’s Technical Education for work under graduate assistantship status. One of the 

Division, advantages of teaching experience is that the instructor 

“Graduate training will be of real value only if a man must review the subject himself and then present it to 

has had some experience with industry, knows definitely others. In so doing he naturally learns the material much 

what he hopes to achieve by such study, and recognizes more thoroughly and thereby increases his grasp on the 

that he will receive no preference except in starting rate knowledge of fundamentals—a point stressed strongly by 

when he is finally employed’in industry.” modern industry. This work provides funds and still leaves 

This however, is but one of the factors to be considered the student plenty of time to study his other courses. If 

by the present undergraduate engineer approaching gradu- a capable and ambitious engineer would like to continue 

ation. What other elements should he consider when mak- his studies but is financially limited, he should by all i 

ing his decision? Four general categories may be cited: means consult with one of his professors or with the Dean 
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of the Engineering school about the possibility of his re- computed. and averaged along a weighted least squares 
ceiving one of these jobs or awards. line, and the following results obtained: 

Salaries and Advancement a). Starting Salaries 
At the present time, starting salary rates for many Computed by extrapolation of the weighted 

companies are placed on a differential basis with M.S. least squares line. 
and Ph.D. recipients receiving respectively higher be- Bachelors $257.29 
ginning wages. E. I. DuPont Corporation, for example, Ph.D. 400.55 
has set up the following monthly wage scale for technically b). Incremental increase per year of additional ex- 
trained but inexperienced personnel: perience. 

B.S. $295.00 Bachelors $16.30 
M.S. 355.00 Ph.D. 15.59 

Ph.D. 445.00 c). Recommendations of the Committee on Scientific 
Many companies follow a similar procedure since the Personnel for the Atomic Energy Commission: 
man starting with a higher degree is generally capable of Starting Salary Yearly Increment 
more difficult work. Some industrial concerns like Allis Bachelors $250.00 $20.00 
Chalmers, which conduct extensive Graduate Training Ph.D. 400.00 30.00 
Courses, do not make any immediate wage discrimination The: lower inceemene Bgures. actually found for Pi.D.’s 
since nearly all new engineers employed by them go . . y are unusual, although it must be considered that the ad- through this course. A very complete survey compiled for ss , . ; . . . ! . ministrative practices of the groups studied varied widely the Engineers Joint Council Committee on the 1946 Status 

i, . as regards salary increases. 
of the Engineering Profession showed that most men en- 
tering the profession at that time received approximately MEDIAN BASE MONTHLY SALARY RATES 

‘ . ° 6 ase OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS equivalent salaries. This study was based on statistics | nett uc SUT Ee Geta tet oh cnn suit 
collected from the 317,467 registered engineers in the #000 [Seememecseeee a plane: 
United States and was compiled by Mr. Andrew Frazer soo} ise ppm, 1] 800 
for the EJC Committee on the Economic Status of the 600 ee x {600 
Engineer. These committees were comprised of members Ae TENS : : ‘ . 400 EE 400 
of the National Society of Professional Engineers, Amer- aa 

ican Society of Civil Engineers, American Institute of a =e 
Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, and the American oF 5 15 15 29 230 35 70" . : . a EXPERIENCE LEVEL IN YEARS 
Institute of Chemical Engineers. The initial wage advan- 9000 erre,us conan Woon he t860 
tage held by men with advanced degrees was maintained soo} kaa" ie race 600 
over a long period of years, and it was found that these aod ase ae EI 68 
men generally achieved positions of higher responsibility. a * 685 
This survey showed that engineers with advanced degrees ‘ 

. * ° oO 
tend to earn larger salaries than those with less educa- #6507 = 20 8088 Ss 

tion, particularly as they gain experience. As chart I shows, a P Heron “ee x ee = SI vo 

this holds through the first twenty year period with a a “ 
few discrepancies developing afterwards. The earnings of = = 
men with doctorates, for example, average some $75 more eo 5 70 is 26 25 30 35 7. : . $600 09 per month than those for engineers with only a B.S. de- Sere ne , Saas oo nm nnd g 
gree. Considering only this first twenty year period, this I ee ay 

salary difference alone would amount to some $18,000.00, 200 £09. 
and their earnings hold up better even after thirty five 9 ~ na <e 

2 £ "© exeBmence Ger in Years °° years. 

A more recent study conducted by the personnel de- Chart II. 
partment of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory oper- 

ated in conjunction with the University of California dis- Another survey conducted by the City College of New 

played the result that Ph.D.s maintained an overall ad- York and its undergraduate placement director John F. 
vantage of about $150 a month, and that the wage differ- X. Ryan produced the following conclusions from 45.8% 

ential was essentially maintained as the men gained pro- of the 1100 June 1947 graduates of the College: 
fessional experience. The survey was conducted prin- Per annum wage: 
cipally in industrial and scientific laboratories where the Electrical Engineers $3,350 
advantages of high degrees are often multiplied, but Civil Engineers 3,180 
this idea should be kept in mind for those engineers in- Chemical Engineers 3,025 
terested in industrial development and research work. Mechanical Engineers 2,900 
Some 9000 professional men were consulted, the data Social Science 2,600 
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| Arts and Business in a specialized technical field, graduate work is helpful 

| Administration 2,500 to him and offers a broader field of opporunity; but the 

Accountancy 2,300 man interested in general production or sales work could 

Education 2,200 better devote the two or three years required to receive 

In response to various questions on their questionnaires, a graduate degree to building up from good practical ex- 

the former students suggested vocational aptitude tests, perience.” 

out of town job hunting, and graduate study as means for The EJC survey offers some interesting material on this 

improving their economic and professional status. Many subject of different branches of engineering. The fol- 

students suggested changes in the curriculum and one said lowing table gives an idea of the distribution of engineers 

that “High degrees are practically a necessity for a decent in the various occupations for three different years. 

job and a salary.” Mr. Ryan slightly modified these and Percentage Distribution in the Engineering Profession 

most other starting salary considerations by saying, 

“Immediate rewards are not the factor of prime im- Occupational Status Year 

portance to professional men. The average graduate’s , . 1939 1943 1946 

salary runs from $2000 to $3000 per year and is normal; Administration-management— 

he has to grow in his profession for more than that.” . technical 22.6 26.6 30.4 

In considering advancement, it must be remembered Design 14.2 15.3 14.9 

that technical ability alone is not the determining factor. Development 3.2 7.0 6.8 

The author conducted a small survey of his own among Research, applied 4.9 6.0 3.8 

various industrial concerns. Around twenty of the more Construction, supervision 7.6 6.3 47 

prominent corporations replied to a letter sent them ask- Teaching . 3.3 4.8 4.4 

ing for their opinions and advice regarding graduate train- Consulting, private 3.5 3.5 4.2 

ing in engineering. The general response to the question Sales 4.1 29 4.1 

concerning starting salaries and probable advancement was Administration-management— 

that initial wage differentials were made; but that the nontechnical 2.7 3.0 3.6 

continuance of these advantages for the men with ad- Operation 42 3.5 2.4 

vanced degrees was dependant upon the individual, his Production 29) 39: 2.1 

personality, and the advantage he took of his oppor- Drafting 3.3 19 lel 

tunities. In addition, both Mr. McEachron from General Writing and Editing 0.5 0.6 0.7 

Electric and Mr. C. M. Rawles from Allis Chalmers Research, basic 0.6 0.5 0.6 

pointed out that the difference in starting salaries is little Personnel 0.2 0.2 0.2 

greater than would exist between men just entering the Unspecified occupational status 18.9 14.9 14.0 

company and those who had had service equivalent to the — acne nn 

time required to obtain an advanced degree. Totals 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Aptitudes and Interests Engineers Reporting 30,922 36,434 37,545 

The two factors in this subhead maintain an important This study indicates that the percentage of employer 

role in the success and professional advancement of the engineers is small. In 1946 only 7% of the engineers who 

engineer. One must remember that satisfaction with his entered the profession before 1940 were in this classifica- 

job will determine a large portion of his success and tion. Among younger engineers the percentage is extreme- 

happiness. Economic considerations must be made, but ly small; only 2 percent of those who entered professional 

one is much more likely to be a success in a field that he Practice since 1944. Chart II shows the relative salary 

enjoys rather than in one he detests. The cardinal results ates for various experience levels for the several occu- 

of the author’s poll of personnel and employment dj. pational classifications. At the time the EJC report was 

rectors revealed their opinion that graduate work was of published, the median starting salary for young engineers 

great importance to those men interested in technical, de- WS about $200 a month. A comparison of the increases 

velopment, and research applications of their training. between the various branches is revealing. For example, an 

Considering the multitude of technological advances made engineer with some 35-40 years of professional experience 

in recent times and the limited time of college preparation, employed in nontechnical management administration was 

these men felt that advanced college preparation was an averaging between $900-1000 per month. But an engineer 

excellent asset for technical work in industry. On the with equivalent experience who was employed on drafting 

other hand, nearly every one of the companies replied work was making slightly over $250 per month. 

that advanced degrees were of little practical use to those These observations should be kept in mind when ana- 

men entering sales, production, or personnel work. This lyzing the problem of continued graduate study. Very 

would seem to imply that highly technical electives would few engineers appear to reach the employment heights 

be of little value to this class of graduates. Mr. W. S. of non-technical management, but those who do make 

Idler from the Aluminum Company of America replied, very good money. There are quite a large proportion of 

“It is our opinion that where a man’s primary interest is (please -1urn10 page 30) 
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[ h [ l t 

by Harold Mueller e°49 

Semi-conducting crystals are not new to the electronics While many scientists and engineers have been associat- industry, where they have been used for a long time for ed with the work during the project, key investigators who rectifiers, for modulation and demodulation in telephone brought the Transistor into reality were Dr. John Bardeen work, and more recently in UHF for detection; but not un- and Dr. Walter H. Brattain, working under the direction til the recent development of the Transistor by Bell Tele- of Dr. William Shockley. Dr. John Bardeen is the son phone Laboratories has a crystal ever served as an ampli- of the late Dr. Charles R. Bardeen, former dean of the fier. medical school at the University of Wisconsin. Although the Transistor is an extremely simple device, it 
is capable of performing efficiently nearly all of the func- Theory 
tions of the ordinary vacuum tube. It operates on an en- ‘ ‘ : rel Lock inciple di in he Lab The amplification process can be understood in terms tirely new sical principle discovere the Labora- ‘ . | Pay) E E _ of the discovery made by Dr. Bardeen and Dr. Brattain tories in the course of fundamental research into the elec- . Le, & . ‘edt : £ solid that the input point is surrounded by an “area of interac- trical properties of solids. : at . . Prop tion”. Within this area the electronic structure of the semi- 

conductor is modified by the input current. This control 
: of output current by input current is the basic mechanism 

of amplification. 
These materials, whose electrical properties are inter- 

j mediate between those of metals and insulators, offered H 1 particular promise of useful electrical applications, since 
; : their ability to carry electrical current can be changed over ; wide ranges in various ways. Like any substance having 

‘ the ability to conduct electrical currents, these materials : | rely for conductivity on the presence of current-carrying 
. electrons. In metals, which are good conductors, there is i a ratio of approximately one current-carrying electron to 

| f every atom. In insulators, there are practically no such 
(id Ake electrons and, therefore, little conductivity. 

1 In semiconductors, such as silicon and germanium, some 
i | metallic oxides and other compounds, there may be as 

. uy few as one current-carrying electron for every million 
ton | atoms. But (and this is the significant feature) this num- : ' . ber of carriers may be varied a thousand-fold or more by Pe ‘ changing the electronic structure of the nfaterials. Hence, 

ey 7 the current flowing through the material can be controlled. 

anes In critically examining the implications of the prevail- 
Cross-section view of a transistor. ing theory of electrical conduction in semiconductors, Dr. 

< ‘ . : Shockley was able to predict that it should be possible to The whole apparatus is housed in a tiny cylinder less 7 P vee P . 3 . : ; control the meager supply of electrons inside a semicon- than an inch long. It will serve as an amplifier or an oscil- . . . . . ; ' : ductor by influencing them with an electric field im- lator, yet it bears almost no resemblance to the ordinary . . . . posed from the outside without actually contacting the vacuum tubes now used to do these basic jobs. It has no ; oe ‘ te pl'Uec . material. Realizing the practical implications of such a vacuum, no glass envelope, no grid, no plate, no cathode ate : . . possibility, he devised some experiments to test his hypo- and, therefore, no warm-up delay. : - : ‘ : . . thesis but was unable to secure Positive results. The elec- Instead of the one wire (cat’s whisker) used in the ordi- : - “caida oc : . trons seemed to get trapped in the surface of the material nary crystal detector, two hair-thin wires touching a pin- : ae ‘ ‘ : : ie and did not behave exactly as anticipated. head of solid semiconductive material are the principal 
parts of the Transistor. The semiconductive material is As explained by Dr. Bardeen, Transistor action depends soldered to a metal base, and the complete assembly en- upon the fact that electrons in a semiconductor can carry closed in a simple metal cylinder not much larger than a_ current in two distinctly different ways. This is because shoe-lace tip. More than a hundred of them can easily be most of the electrons in a semiconductor do not contribute held in the palm of the hand. to carrying the current at all. Instead they are held in fixed 
12 
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positions and act as a rigid cement to bind together the In conjunction with the development of the theory of 

atoms in a solid. Only if one of these electrons gets out the state condition of surfaces which resulted in the dis- 

of place, or if another electron is introduced in one of a covery of the Transistor, the Bell Laboratory’s investiga- 

number of ways, can current be carried. If, on the other tors noted a surface layer having peculiar characteristics. 

hand, one of the electrons normally present in the cement To account for these characteristics they postulated, and 

is removed, then the “hole” left behind it can move like later showed by experiment, that there is a thin layer of 

a bubble in a liquid and thus carry current. electrons at the surface of germanium. This surface layer 

In a Transistor made of a semiconductor which normal- would prevent an externally applied field from penetrat- 

ly conducts only by the extra electron process, current ing into the body of the semiconductor and thus account 

flows easily into the input point, which is at a low positive for the minor changes in resistance observed experimental- 

voltage, and out at the output point, which is at a higher ly. The field created by these surface electrons causes the 

negative voltage. The area of interaction is produced by formation of holes in the adjacent material, and these 

“holes” introduced by the input current and collected by holes conduct current. The conducting layer may be caused 

the output point. by an excess of impurities, such as boron, near the surface 

Semiconductors which conduct by the “hole” prin- which accept electrons into bonds and thus create holes, 

ciple are referred to as P-type because conduction appears 48 explained above, or else by a space-charge barrier layer. 

to be by positive charges, whereas, if conduction is ob- Between this P-type layer and the N-type interior is a 

tained by virtue of negative charges moving under the in- rectifying barrier. 

fluence of electric fields, the semi-conductors are called When a single point contact is made, as in the ordi- 

N-type. Both types of conduction were normally at- nary (cat-whisker) crystal, the surface layer determines 

tributed to impurities. Silicon alloyed with a minute per- the conductivity for reverse currents or small forward 

centage of phosphorous, for example, is an N-type con- currents. For large forward currents there is an increase 

ductor, and conduction is explained by the fact that phos- in the concentration of electrons and holes. In either case 

phorus has five valence electrons, four of which form a large part of the current is carried by the surface con- 

bonds with the four valence electrons in a silicon atom, ducting layer within an area of interaction very close to 

leaving one electron free for carrying current. the point of contact. Within this area the conductivity, 

If the impurity in the silicon crystal is boron instead of © which is mainly by holes, is much greater than elsewhere 

phosphorus, there is one incomplete bond between each in the semiconductor. The second point contact for the 

boron and its neighboring silicon atom, since boron has Transistor is made within this area of interaction. 

only three valence electrons, thus leaving a hole in the . wo 

atomic structure. Because the percentage of boron im- Electrical Characteristics 

According to Dr. Shockley, the positive point contact in 

INPUT ouTPuT a transistor causes the release of holes in the surface layer 

of the germanium. These holes spread away from the 

auieter BULECHOR point, flowing in all directions along the surface. The 

holes reach the other contact point, or cat’s whisker, which 

is 0.005 centimeters away, in less than 1/10° seconds. This 

LOAD is the transit time that limits present performance to fre- 

vy quencies below about ten megacycles. From this observa- 

: SOURCE base tion it is estimated that the holes travel at the order of 

10° cm./sec. Higher applied potentials and smaller spac- 

ings, as used in vacuum tubes to increase high-frequency 

rl performance, may reduce this transit time and increase 

the he the upper frequency limit of the transistor. 

TRANSISTOR USED AS AN AMPLIFIER In the absence of hole conduction produced by the 

emitter, the negative bias applied to the collector causes 

purity is very low, not many silicon atoms are in this man- @ very small current to flow from the germanium. When 

ner bound. Hence the hole in the bond of one silicon atom the positive bias is applied to the input, however, holes 

with a boron atom can be filled with an electron from an are attracted to the output point contact which is biased 

adjacent silicon atom which is under the influence of an ex- negatively, thus increasing the output current and produc- 

ternal electricfield, leaving a hole from which this electron ing the desired amplification. Variations in the input cur- 

came. This hole is free to move from atom to atom and, 
. : rent change the number of holes released toward the 

consequently, constitutes a current. Where as a negative : 

electron will migrate from a negative region toward a posi- collector and vary proportionately the output current. 

tive region when voltage is applied, a hole will migrate The Transistor is, consequently, similar electrically to a 

from a positive region to a negative one. This theory of grounded-grid triode circuit. 

conduction by “holes” applies also to germanium. (please turn to page AO) 
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ADVANTAGES, PROBLEMS, AND PREPARATION 

by John Misey e’49 

(Photos courtesy Oxweld Railroad Service Company) 

The following article was prepared for publication by tempts were published, and Trautwine, in his book in 1874, 
John Misey e’49 from a technical paper by Mr. Torbert states that “when lengths of from 100 yards to some miles 
of the Oxweld Railroad Service Company, a subsidiary of rails have been perfectly welded (or riveted tightly to- 
of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation. This paper gether) and spiked to ties as usual, no elongation or con- 
was presented before the student chapter of ASCE last traction by heat or cold could be detected.” In 1889 a 
April. three-mile-long tightly riveted section was installed in the 

To many travelers on the trains the never-ending click- United States in the Lynchburg and Durham Railway, and 
ety-clack noise as the train rolls over the joints where the a similar installation of 1050 feet length was laid by the 
rails are bolted together has been a source of much annoy- Pennsylvania Railroad in 1897. Several years passed be- 
ance and perturbation. Many railroad engineers have at- fore any more installations were made. This was primarily 
tempted to correct this bad feature. Some approached the because of the failure of the type of connection rather 
problem by providing smoother riding coaches with many than because continuous rails themselves were impractical. 
differently designed shock - absorbing carriages. Others However, the first recent successful installation was made 
have attacked the problem at the very source; namely, the by the Central of Georgia Railroad in two of its tunnels. 
rails and their inherent difficulties. These latter men ex- These rails were replaced in 1937 and again in 1944. They 
perimented with continuous welded rails. are still in service. Many other railroads have followed 

suit by laying continuous rails in tunnels and on bridges 

_ _ where wear on the rails is extremely heavy. In 1944 the 
47 y , SH 7 ti i ~ longest modern welded rail, 12,752 feet, was installed on 
NI d cenegeaeeeiy @ niente i the Elgin, Joliet, and Eastern Railroad in open track. 
ee ke are ges There have been four processes used to produce con- 

pie fe ar (a Vee te es ae a tinuous welded rails in the United States in the twentieth 
a? £ uP pn oy ti century. The most recently developed process and the 

Pig hi i. f uf : : one that seems to be the most economical at this time is 
aa ae cap ONE a the oxy-acetylene pressure welding process, as developed 

i ees PN Sta ost in Coro i 4 by the Oxweld Railroad Service Company. A second 
ee 1 eS 2 r ey - <a process, not now in use here, is the electric flash welding 
“ j od lace oe a ge : process. A third process is the Thermit weld which is more 
"Ak ace a : rd ps generally used in electric railways. The last process is the oo “7 Hl " V = “a oxy-acetylene manual fusion weld which is being widely 

Bs, OA pee used; however, the structural strength of this weld is con- 
ja ee ‘ naa siderably less than the oxy-acetylene pressure welded rail. 
oo . aac STS The oxy-acetylene pressure welding process consists 

of six operations: 
Welding machine developed by Oxweld Railroad Service Co. 1. End-preparation of the tails to be-welded. 

2. Pressure welding of the rails. 

The problem of welding rails together has long been 3. Trimming off the excess metal at the weld. 
a pet idea of railroad engineers. The earliest mention of 4. Heat treatment at the weld area. 
solving the problem in this fashion was in 1820. At this 5. Grinding and polishing. 

time a patent was issued to John Birkenshaw for the “tee” 6. Inspection of the rail. 

rail and, amazing as it may seem, this patent contained In the preparation of the rail ends, the removal of ap- 
his proposal to weld the rail together into longer lengths. proximately one-sixteenth inch is necessary to eliminate 
By 1830 a base was added to the “tee” rail by the presi- rust and irregularities in the rails as they are received 
dent of the Camden and Amboy Railroad which resulted from the mills. This is accomplished by butting the ends 
in a rail section not too different from our present rail of the rails to be welded together and running a power 
design. As early as 1885 attempts were made in England driven saw through the point of juncture. The kerf of the 
to provide continuous rails. The results of some of the at- blade provides a matched cut and a suitable welding sur- 
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face. Surfaces to be welded together are then wiped off oe 

with a solvent such as carbon tetrachloride at the time 1 

they are placed in the welding machine. I 

The rails are forced together in the welding machine by ~ iccacaees it te. 

two rams, operated by a hydraulic pump, which provides rsp aaaaucaccrcascae eink oo 

a continuous pressure of 3000 Ibs. per sq. in. Another hy- fe > Pee ee cei 

draulic pump and clamp assembly holds the rails in align- a . 

ment and prevents slippage. At the same time heat from 4 Se 

an oxy-acetylene flame is unitormly applied to a few | a .s co oe eo 

inches of each rail. The combination of hydraulic pres- / . - . tm * “ ‘ 

sure and the application of heat produces the pressure ooo A. a ‘ 

weld. Pressure forces the rails vogether and forms a bulge Sepa 5 SS —_ ee 

at the weld which is called the upset. When the required + on NAS.  — ae 

upset is reached, the flame is shut off immediately; and <> \ +. ~ 

the pressure is held for one minute until the weld reaches LS aN NG ie 

a rigid state. 
‘ os <a Nes = 

After the welding, the rail is removed and the upset € - aN. Ee. , 

metal or bulge on the ball and sides of the base is cut m4 ~ BAS Se 

off with a cutting blowpipe. 
a ee k a = a 

The fourth step in the process is the normalizing or heat i oe o ENG NS 

treating process. This is accomplished in a special machine : : nF x a 

having a heating head arrangement similar to that of the .. aan is eet 

welding machine. Here no clamping devise is used and a be 

the heating zone covers the entire heat affected zone in Am ; Be 

the welding process. The normalizing temperature is fixed Laying welded rails. 

by the use of temperature pellets at the beginning of each 

day’s run, and subsequent treatments are timed from this expansion or contraction is neutralized by the restraint of 

established cycle. the friction between rail and ties, by the conventional spik- 

The last two steps prepare the rail for installation. Sur- ing, and by standard anti-creep devices. 

face grinding removes the rough edges at the weld while Secondly, not all engineers agree that continuous rails 

the finish grinding removes the weld seam and polishes in open track were economical or even practical. At first 

the running surfaces. The inspection consists of a Mag- glance the initial cost of installation may appear high: 

naflux test to determine whether flaws are present in the 1,100 dollars more per mile than the conventional track. 

weld area. 
The additional cost to provide a hundred miles of con- 

The equipment used lends itself readily to both cen- tinuous rail approximates the cost of a new coach, and 

tralized and field operation. It is easily transported and will save at the same time approximately 1700 tons of steel 

can be set up along the railroad right-of-way. In general, that are ordinarily needed for joint fastenings. Not only 

it has been found that it is not economical to make a set- have savings of 30% or more in maintenance labor been 

up for less than 500 welds. Some railroads have welded achieved through the use of welded rail, but also the life 

near the laying site, while others weld at a central location. of the rails, ties, and tie fastenings have been prolonged 

In centralized operations several lengths are welded as much as a hundred percent. In fact, engineers handy 

together and moved to the location of installation by sev- with a slide rule can produce a gtaph in no time at all 

eral methods. If the distance is short the completed rail showing that a major railroad with a ten-year fixed pro- 

is literally dragged into place by a locomotive. For longer gram of annual welded track installations can effect sav- 

distances it can be moved on push cars and for very great ings in maintenance exceeding the total cost of installation 

distances the rail is moved in a revenue train on flat cars. by the sixth year. After that, the benefits of continuous 

There have been many objections to the use of continu. track already installed accrue for the life of the rail. 

ous welded rails, but two things are primarily responsible The future outlook for the growth of welded rail pro- 

for the extremely small percentage of this type of rail in grams is indeed gratifying. The experience of the past and. 

the United States. 
the growing evidence that continuous rails wear longer, 

First of all, railroaders were not sure how long a rail cut labor costs, solve difficult repair problems, and are 

could be made without buckling from contraction or ex- just as practical (if not more so) than the conventional 

pansion on extreme changes of temperature. Installations : ; : 

‘ ‘ 4 ‘ . track installation, has prompted railroad management to 

with continuous welded rails show a decrease in expansion . . . 

or contraction. If a test was made on a mile of continuous shift the emphasis from improvements in rolling stock and 

rail, the change in length would be about the same as motive power to improvements in track structure by the 

that in a conventional thirty-nine foot rail. The predicted use of continuous welded rails. 
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Al | Notes 
by Al Nemetz e’50 

EE R. L. Pleski has taken a job with married recently to Barbara R. 
Robert E. Moe, (33), has been the Kaiser-Frazer Corporation, Wil- Brown. He is with the National Ad- 

appointed Division Engineer for low Run, Mich. visory Committee for Aeronautics 
Electronic Receiving Tubes Products R. L. Pierce will be with the Gen- at Langley Field, Va. , 
line of the General Electric Com- eral Electric Corporation, Schenec- William P. Ward, (’40),.was ap- 
pany’s Tube Division. Responsible tady, N. Y. pointed by Governor Rennebohm 
for all receiving tube design applica- W. S. Haase has accepted employ- to the state Highway Commission. 
tion engineering, and standardizing ment with the Wisconsin Telephone He had been an engineer with the 
activities, Mr. Moe will have his Company, Milwaukee, Wis. a arse ne has ts 

war - Rein, (’47), has been headquarters at the Owensboro, W. P. Koppenall has taken a ich th the O & ) é 
Ky., plant of the Divisions. . 5 with the Oregon Sales Company vai B with the General Electric Corpora- f Portland. © A native of Appleton, and a grad- tion, Schenectady, N. Y of Fortland, Oregon. 
uate of the University with a B.S. , a Frederick C. Dreher, (48), is an 
in Electrical Engineering, he joined CE engineer with the U. S. Geological 

General Electric on the test course Charles Thuringer, (93), died on Survey, n whe Surface: Water divi- 
in 1934 in Schenectady, N. Y. June 9, 1948. He had worked as sion in the ia ison office. 

From 1935 until 1944 Mr. Moe engineer on the construction of the The following February graduates worked in Receiver Engineering at Pennsylvania Railroad’s East River in ME have taken the jobs indicated 
Bridgeport, Conn., on radio, tele- tunnel and on the construction of below. 
vision, and radar set design. He then the LaSalle Street and the Wash- J. F. Polachek will be associated 
handled a number of engineering ington Street tunnels in Chicago. with the Iowa Air Control Com- 
posts on airborne radar at the Trans- From 1910 until 1929 he operated pany, Des Moines, Iowa. mitter Division in Schenectady. For a store in Madison, Wis. From 1930 L. A. Wickens has taken a job 
the past two years he has worked until his retirement in 1938 he was with the Barber-Colman Company at Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y., in the U. S. Engineer Office at of Rockford, Ill. 
in the Receiver Section of Electron. Peoria, Ill. Wi J, Soailes ‘hes aecepeed, can 

ics Department, Government Divi- George P. Stocker, ('09), who was plopenent with ihe. Massey. Hassle 

sion. . 5 2 dean of engineering at the Univer- Company, Racine, Wis. Mr. Moe is a senior member of . . A : sity of Arkansas for many years, has J. V. Leutgoeb has gone into com- the Institute of Radio Engineers, ° } 
age z been retired as dean emeritus. merce school here at the Univer- and is also affiliated with Tau Beta 

Pi and Eta Kappa Nu Walter E. Jessup, (12), has been sity. a i 

‘LeRoy N. Day, (41), was married made editor of Civil Engineering, R. W. Stremlow will be associated 
to Ruth V. Swenson recently. They the monthly Publication of the with the Koehring Company at Mil- 
are living at Duluth, Minn., where American Society of Civil Engi- waukee, Wis. 7 neers. He had been in charge of he is employed by the General Elec- gi K. A. Drewry has accepted em- 4 the Western headquarters of the so- I ith the G L Electei tric Company. . £ Los Angeles. Th ployment with the General Electric 

The following February EE grads oey. ° Os nge es. e new = Corporation, Lynn, Mass. have accepted the jobs indicated be- signment brings him back to familiar 
low ” # duties, for he was the first editor M & ME 

W. O, Battau has taken a job with of the magazine, from 1930 to 1935. Sherwood Buckstaff, (’22), has 
the Allis- Chalmers Corporation, Jessup was an Sssistant i railway been appointed Exploration Manag- West Allis, Wis. engineering at Wisconsin in 1911-12. er of the Houston area of Shell Oil 

J. C. Verwiel has accepted em- William F. Moehlman, (’22), has Company. 
ployment with the Bureau of Engi- been re-elected to a second term as Kenneth J. Tucker, (’49), has tak- 
neering, State of Wis., Madison, president of the Knoxville, Tenn., en a job with the Arcade Manufac- 
Wis. Chamber of Commerce. He is vice- turing Company of Freeport, III. 

F. J. Meyers will be with the Cut- president of the Tennessee Metal J. R. Dodge, (’49), is now with 
ler-Hammer Company, Milwaukee, Culvert Company. the Shell Oil Company, Houston, 
Wis. George J. Heimerl, (’27), was Texas. 
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| N by Robert Gesteland e’52 

ES 

ee __ |e 

ST. PAT defended the four-stroke cycle TAU BETA PI 

Semester II and we’re off again. against the two - stroke for small en- Tau Beta Pi, the all-engineering 

Most of the same faces are still gines as the only way to secure long society whose fame is comparable 

around the M. E. building lobby, engine life, and pointed out that with the liberal arts society, Phi 

some of them with a little more face high - output outboard motors last Beta Kappa, initiated the following 

foliage than usual. In case there are only a few hundred hours, whereas, men at the Loraine Hotel on Thurs- 

a few who haven’t heard, all of the his company’s engines are in service day, December 16. 

beard growing is in preparation for for several thousand hours without Seniors initiated include: Lionel 

the beard growing contest to be major overhaul. Mr. Lechtenberg Ames, Warten Anderson, Walter 

judged at the St. Pat dance now brought along several samples of Battau, Oscar Bieck, Norman Bien- 

only about a month away. Guiding newly developed parts for examina- enfeld, John Conley, Louis Csepel- 

light of the festivities centering tion by the students. la, Merrill DeMerit Jr., George 

around St. Pat’s day is Polygon On February 15, Mr. C. E. Frud- Dick, Jay Dodge, Cyril Downham, 

Board, who says, “There’s still time den will speak to S.A.E. Mr. Frud- Robert Doyle, Richard France, Sid- 

to grow your beard.” den is Assistant Chief Engineer of ney Gunderson, Wilbur Haas. 

Proceeds of the dance and engi- Allis - Chalmers Mfg. Co. Tractor Russell Hackbarth, John Hahn 

neering button sales go to the stu- Division and is a former national Jr., Eugene Haupt, Alden Hen- 

dent engineering societies. The days president of S.A.E. All engineers dricks, Russell Henke, Valerius 

of the engineer-lawyer fist fights, as are invited to this outstanding meet- Herzfeld, Douglas Holt, Nan-Teh 

has often been said, are gone for- ing. Hsu, Kenneth Hub, Kenneth Hueb- 

ever, but with everybody behind it, A.S.C.E. be, Richard Jacobson, Albert Jones, 

St. Pat’s day can still be a real suc- The civil engineering seniors re- Douglas Kanitz, Alvin Kasberg, Ar- 

cess. viewed their recent inspection trip nold Klimke, Wallace Knutsen, Wil- 

OSCAR with the aid of colored slides at a liam Koth, Robert LaFond, Chester 

« ” . ap ¢ meeting of the student chapter of Larson. 

‘Oscar, the tron man, will Pe the American Society of Civil Engi- Lester Maresh, Ralph Michael, 

arriving at Triangle Fraternity one neers on Thursday, January 6. The David Mickelson, George Miller, 

of these days. At least that is the lid d : L d Montie, Harold Muell 

Goating around the éaHiBas slides and a running commentary eonar ontie, Harold Mueller, 

Gem ieee b 8 oy ° o were furnished by Prof. Lenz of the William Nash, John Norris, James 

SRE ee een vacationing at his C. E. department. In addition to Novak, Robert Olson, Robert Op- 

traditional spot oe since the views of the trip taken last Octo- penkein, Gilbere Ormson, Harold 

OMECOMINE, CSEVEAUOH: ber, Prof. Lenz had a series of pic- Pearce, William Peterson, Gilbert 

S.A.E. tures of Petenwell dam during vari- Peterson, David Pickering, Calvin 

Mr. Leo Lechtenberg, Develop- ous phases of its construction. Pipal, Russell Pipkorn, William 

ment Engineer, Briggs & Stratton The primary business of the eve- Plummer, Raymond Powers, Glenn 

Corp., spoke at the January meeting ning was the election of officers for Purdy, Wilton Quant. 

of S.A.E. Illustrating his talk with the spring semester. Herb Jackson George Raeburn, Richard Ray- 

slides, he stressed the development became the new President, W. M. ford, Richard Sabroff, Stephen San- 

and research that has been respon- Haas was re-eelcted to the Vice- ders, Ralph Schlintz, Carl Schultz, 

sible for the modern air cooled en- Presidency, Bill Boyd became Treas- Robert Sell, John Shelendich, Rob- 

gine. In particular, he emphasized urer, and Dick McKillip was elected ert Spaulding, Paul Spink, Thomas 

the extensive use of die castings, dip Secretary. The election of Polygon Steele, Morris Thorson, Frederick 

rod lubrication, and new and im- Board representatives was put off Timmel, Robert Troller, Robert Vet- 

proved magneto ignition systems. In until the new election regulations ter, Harlan Young, and Walter Zar- 

response to numerous questions, he are prepared by Polygon Board. ris. 
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Sci Highlight 
by Howard Traeder m’48 

VARIABLE-RESIST ANCE The resistive unbalance of the terial content. The instrument moni- 
SPRING bridge, as indicated by a galvano- tors changes in the capacitance of 

meter, thus gives a measure of the two plates separated by a moving 
Movements of as little as 0.00001 displacement that has occurred. sheet of plastic to find how much 

of an inch can be detected by a ——. volatile material is present. In the 
trick spring developed by the Na- MOISTURE MONITOR past, sheet materials being manufac- 
tional Bureau of Standards. The : : tured have had to be checked 
spring is the active element of a General Electric engineers have petiodically by time-consuming 

mechano-electrical transducer which developed a new electronic instius methods, whereby samples have had 
transforms small displacements into ment which can measure _sontinu: to be torn from the moving sheets, 
large changes in resistance, current, ously the amount of moisture in baked, and weighed. 
oe voltage. moving sheets of materials such as 

paper and textiles. The device can 
The spring, which may be either also be set up to monitor the per: ATOMIC POWER UNIT 

helical or conical, is wound in such centage of volatile materials—easily The Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
a way that the initial tension varies vaporized fluids—in sheet plastics. has announced that it has been se- 
slightly along its length. Thus, when Materials to be checked are fed be- lected by the atomic energy commis- 
the ends of the spring are pulled tween two metal plates and a dial sion to build the world’s first atomic 
apart, the turns separate one by. one on the instrument’s control panel power unit for transportation pur- 

rather than simultaneously. When registers the moisture or volatile poses. The primary purpose of the 
the spring is completely closed, it titarerial content in per cent. experimental power plant will be 
has an electrical resistance approxi- The “monitor” takes advantage the propulsion of U. S. navy ships 
mately that of a cylindrical tube. of the fact that moisture in sheet by means of a nuclear reactor —a 
When it is completely open, its re- materials like paper, textiles, rubber, uranium furnace with a function 
sistance is that of the total length rayons, nylons, etc., makes them quite similar to ship’s fireboxes that 
of the coiled wire. The resistance better conductors of electricity, so consume coal or oil. 

can thus be varied over a wide range that their conductivity can be used — 
by stretching the spring. to indicate how much moisture they  SNOW-MELTING HIGHWAY 

The preferred construction for contain. In the case of testing plas- The dream of every motorist and 
the transducer is a four-arm bridge tics for volatile materials, it has every highway engineer —a_ snow- 
with each arm comprising a variable been found that the capacitance, or melting highway — was scheduled 
resistance spring. An increase in ap- force between two electrodes sep- to open January Ist in the town of 
plied tension elongates one pair of arated by a non-conductor (like a Klamath Falls, Oregon. 
springs and shortens the other pair. plastic), varies with the volatile ma- In the first application of radiant 

heating principles to a public road, 
, Boag ee the highway will be heated in bad 

: Aa a Se weather by hot water from an un- 
a Ae we ee aes derground spring circulated through 

Ss Sapte ie oe ee a network of welded wrought iron 
uk ae ES OS GU oO - pipe laid in the concrete. Four lanes 

: he LOR. Mw ee oe oo ea wide, and 450 feet long with an 
a ay . ee . ee eee ff ae ee a eight per cent grade, this dangerous 
fa, aoe ee 6 Amenen — ON road area is designed to remain clear 

ee cA EE eLeahl ‘ao A a. and skid-free in all weather by au- 
Rees. fa Un a tomatically melting up to one inch ee ee : ‘ 

ee IN Ae per hour, 
a Cee a ee fe : Ss oo Z oe The hot well-water itself is not 

ce aa see fo aad tun through the roadway piping. 
eas Pa ee Olea ee N eo Instead, a coil of two-inch pipe is 

submerged deep in the well-water, 
The new mechano-electrical transducer. (please turn to page 28) 
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ASS THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 

SX What makes it tick? — Students! 

How many engineering students at Wisconsin know article for the magazine. In these branches of the staff 

anything about their student publication, The Wisconsin there are a great variety of jobs to be done. Consider the 

Engineer? Do they realize it is composed of an all-student alumni and campus departments. The men in charge of 

staff who write the stories, collect the jokes, take the pic- those columns make contact with the students and faculty 

tures, solicit the ads, take complete charge of circulation of the entire campus collecting their material, and in this 

and finances, and still operate in the black without finan- way obtain considerable experience in both personnel and 

cial help from the University? Sometimes that is quite editorial work. The writer who keeps up-to-date on recent 

a job, and none of the fellows are professionals. Some developments in engineering for the science department 

twenty-five regular engineering undergraduates do this, gets a very good background in modern technical accom- 

not because of any remuneration, but because of the fun plishments; and the joke editor has a riotous, and some- 

they derive from their association with the other staff times difficult, job collecting the multitude of good jokes 

members, because of the experience they obtain in read- required each month. 

ing and writing technical articles, and because of the busi- The staff writers who prepare the five or six ardeles 

ness and personnel experience acquired on the business appearing in each issue have an unlimited choice of ideas 

staff. on which to write although items of current interest 

Perhaps YOU would be interested in working on this among the student body of engineers are not always easy 

magazine. Wait — don’t run off saying “I’m no good at to find. In fact, the staff is always very glad to receive 

English” or “I have twenty credits and not nearly enough ideas presented by anyone for future stories. The actual 

time alone for study”. That may be what you feel at the preparation of the material is then delegated to a staff 

moment, but stop and read this short description of the writer who proceeds to obtain information from as many 

activities on the Wisconsin Engineer; decide in which you sources as possible (other publications, prominent indus: 

are most interested and would receive the most experi- trial or academic engineers, and other scientific person- 

ence, and then come up and talk to the editor, Bill Haas, ye|_whose acquaintance at a future time might, incidental- 

in room 352 MLE. building. ly, be beneficial to the embryo engineer). Not only does 

The magazine staff is divided into two general classifica- the writer gain ability and notice for his technical writ- 

tions, business and editorial. The business staff consists of ings, but he also broadens his own technical knowledge 

the business manager, Bob St. Clair, an M&M senior; and and develops his professional capacity considerably more 

his staff of an assistant business manager, an advertising than by a mere formal education. Of course there are 

manager, and:a circulation manager. These men supervise still the many jobs concerned directly with the actual pub- 

the activities of the other men on the business staff whose lication of the magazine: story and advertising make-up, 

duties range from paying and collecting bills, keeping proof reading, decisions regarding titles and captions, ar- 

books and accounts, soliciting and filing all national and ranging for printing and photo-engraving, and the many 

local ads, maintaining the current subscription files as well other odd jobs always concerned with the monthly prepa- 

as soliciting new subscriptions, and distributing the maga- ration of a forty page magazine. 

zine every month to the various news stands and the post What do you think? Doesn’t this sound like quite an op- 

office. These activities afford excellent practical business portunity for a fellow looking for chances to improve 

experience, the application of which is not limited to work himself and his ability in his chosen profession? Outstand- 

on publications alone. In fact, this is the type of experi- ing technical ability is not always the sure road to suc- 

ence many companies desire in men seeking sales or per- cess, and an outstanding extra-curricular activity like the 

sonnel jobs. Wisconsin Engineer is a definite asset on job application 

The editorial staff is composed of men who collect and blanks. Read over this description of the staff, think about 

write the material for the regular departmental features what you might like to do to fit in with’ its activities, and 

such as the alumni, campus, science, and “humor” col- then come up to 352 MLE. We'll be glad to have you, and 

umns; and the regular staff writers who do the correspond. you do not have to be an expert; none of us are. 

ence, reading, and writing required to prepare a good R.R. J. 
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“Did you hear about John? He’s cut his drinking by “Bob is so frank. He always calls a spade a spade.” 
50'%.” “Well he didn’t yesterday when he dropped one on his 

“Yes I know. He doesn’t take chasers any more.” toe.” 

Kk Ok ee 
We heard this in thermo the other day; from an E. E. “What’s the big hurry?” 
Four requirements of a good refrigerant are: low boil- “I just bought a new physics book and I want to get to 

ing point, cheap, non-corrosive, and non-intoxicating. class before they put out a new edition.” 

Kok Ok Kk Ok 
“What are you knitting, a sweater?” When teaching a girl how to pucker for a kiss don’t 
“Yes, something to make my boyfriend happy.” have her say prunes or peaches but alfalfa. 
“Oh, for him?” Ke ook 

No, for mie ak Oe It has been said that the meanest man in the world is 
the warden who put a tack in the electric chair. 

It takes you ten minutes per day to shave. You can & ¥ x 
5 i hool k if beard. save 90 mune Ber’ Scaeo' week: ih You: Brow! a beat “Daddy, why does that man have all that hair on his That’s enough time for a short lab report or a couple face?” 

‘ ce? problems in mechanics. You can save up your time for Wd « ” : h dutch of ‘He’s in a contest, son. a few weeks and take in a show (dutch o course). “What contest, Daddy?” 

* OR “A beard growing contest for St Pat’s day.” 
“Guess I'll have another round,” said the electron as “Who was St. Pat, Daddy?” he lefe the @ahclormer. “Why he was the first engineer, son, and every year 

» & ¥ the engineers grow beards and have a dance in his honor.” 
“Well, if they are engineers, Daddy, why don’t they 

Look out, when she starts stroking your hair, she’s wear caps like the choo-choo men do?” 
probably after your scalp. “Some of them do, son. Now shut up and drink your 

oo 8 beer.” 

“Let’s play pony express.” es 
“What’s that? I never heard of it.” A little old lady from the country had registered at « ag . . . Oh, it’s the same as postoffice only with more horsing the hotel and a bell boy was taking her to her room. “I ” 

around, a. won’t take this room,” she said, “it’s no bigger than a 
_ = closet, the floor is dirty and there isn’t even a bed here.” « ‘ : » epee: Then there is the co-ed that claims that a gentleman Get in, get in lady,” retorted the bell hop, “this is the en B elevator.” is just a worn out wolf. ee 

But then there was the girl who didn’t get a fur coat Someone remarked the other day that a debutante is 
to keep her warm but to keep her quiet. just a young tomato with lots of lettuce. 
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We've proved it! 

Problem: To hold down costs, and speed the ex- 

: tension of telephone service. 

Solution: High-strength wire whose use allows the 

span between poles to be increased 

from 150 feet to more than 300. One 

pole now does the work of two. 

The problem, of course, is a continuing one for 

telephone people. High-strength wire with re- 

2 quired electrical qualities is only one of many 

‘4 things they have developed to help solve the 

3 problem in these days of high construction 

costs. 

In total, their developments are the reason 

why telephone service here is the best in the 

world—the reason why it remains low in cost. 

GEER 

em. 
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM ( Zan 

QO eA 
aL 
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I E F L ON eee 

by James E. Wille che’50 

For many years, the chemical industry has been search- taken, for small quantities of fluoronine-containing gases 
ing for a construction material that combines the proper- are liberated. Furthermore, it shows very little tendency 
ties of chemical inertness and heat resistance. This ma- towards embrittlement at low temperatures. 
terial is required for use as filters, gaskets, packing and . . . a , (ent, dete The non-adhesiveness of the resin has caused problems, the like for equipment that must be continuously in con- . ; 3 : : . but it has also been used to advantage in many cases. One tact with high temperatures and corrosive materials. Re- oo. 5 . a application made possible by this property is its use as a cently Teflon, a DuPont product, has been placed on the 7 . ; : a. : liner for spray towers where buildup of solids on the walls market; and according to present reports, it is meeting ° has been a problem. It has also been used as a coating for the demand remarkably well. : . . : the rollers used in the production of some synthetic rub- 

In producing Teflon, chloroform is fluoronated in two bers. In all cases, it is necessary to fasten Teflon to the 
stages to produce tetraffuoroethylene. This gaseous material being covered by mechanical means. 
chemical is then polymerized to produce a solid, granular : . : : pow P 8 Unfortunately, the very advantages which give Poly- resin. It is then treated by special process to yield rods, : - : 3 tetrafluoroethylene its unusual position among plastics tubes, sheets and some molded articles. 5 mae oo. . . . . 

contribute difficulties in working it. Since it never be- 
comes molten, even at high temperatures, the ordinary 
techniques of molding and extrusion are not applicable. 

i= 1H However, it can be extruded into heavy-walled tubes. 
{ ! This process is not too efficient, and the rates aré’ meas- 

Cr -C| fs F-( -F ured in terms of feet per hour instead of féet per 
| | minute as is the case of most thermoplastics. 

Cl Cl This plastic has proved very adaptable to ordinary ma- 
chining operations, and this enables users to produce ob- 
jects of rather complicated structure. However, collants 
must be used during the process to guard against the 
production of toxic gases. It may also be molded by hy- 

Eo Fo Fo = draulic pressure. The designs must be simple when pro- 
1 1 | | duced by this method, but development of this Process is 
C- C ~<~—_ C=C seen as a solution to the problem. 

| . ye . ! | ! The uses of this comparatively new material are many 
F F and varied. Because of its arc##esistance and low elec- 

nh trical loss, it is finding use as the dielectric in coaxial 
cable. Even when arcing does occur the surface is merely 

scarred, and no conducting carbon coating is formed. 
Structural diagram of Teflon. Bound with fiber, it can be iolded into packing rings 

3 that are very suitable for hitth’ speed pumps. A recent One of Polytetrafluoroethylene’s most outstanding y . ales p Ps- oo. . development consists of Teflon filled with micro-pulver- properties is its remarkable stability. No known chemical, ized glass; preliminary tests indicate that this combina- 
hot or cold, will attack it, except molten sodium and Po- tion results in a material having resistance to abrasion 
tassium, and free fluorine under superatmospheric pres- coupled with its other properties. 
sures, and these chemicals are seldom found in industrial Since the materia! is currently beiny cvaluated by in- 
processes. It has served with excellent results in contact dividuals and concerns representing a wide industrial 
with hot sulfuric and nitric acids, hot concentrated alkalis, range, many new uses for it may be developed in the 
and in many other cases where contact with corrosive ma- future. However, it should be pointed out that this ma- 

terials is necessary. terial is not recommended for use where substitute pro- 
Another of its remarkable properties is its heat resis- ducts will serve equally as well. It should be considered 

tance. Tensile bars heated to 480° showed a negligible only where its service life and consequently low replace- 
decrease in tensile strength after several month’s exposure, ment cost will compensate for the relatively high initial 
however, at temperatures above 400° F., care must be cost. 
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7\) engineers help § b 

~ build sal | a 
Attached to our sales department is a large _ciprocating steam engines. 

group of college-trained technical men: in ... solving operating problems of equip- 

dustrial lubrication thew hel rent en- ment that must work under extreme heat, 

Bineers; and others. They help to keep up pro- old, moisture, or other adverse conditions. 

duction in our customers’ plants. These men . . . . 

are our sales engineers. They serve industry by: ... working with engine and machinery 

. manufacturers to set up instructions for 

... surveying the lubrication requirements of —_ Jubricating their equipment. 

paper mills, mines, steel mills, metal and wood lyzi bl f i f 

working factories, process industries, and the -+. analyzing prodlems for opera! ors 2 

like fleets of trucks, buses, or construction equip- 

. ment. 

... helpi duction enginee lect cut- . . . : i x 
, eine Brogue JON EE eeTS Bee Our business is one in which engineering has 

ting oils, drawing compounds, and quenching : oe : 

or tempering oils many and varied applications. Sales engi- 

P , neering has a direct bearing on the satisfac- 

... aiding power plant men to get more effi tion given by our products. Naturally, it 

cient operation of turbines, Diesels, or re- rates high with us and with our customers. 

tandar 1 OMPal1Ly (stanvarv 
DIANA 

7 

NINDIANA SY 
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'° Contour Producfion .. . : 
(continued from page 8) | = yy 

ee heel erated, formed work roll is fed into the grinding wheel ne . 4 | d 
which is revolving at a slow speed. The wheel is formed <a Ban) ke a7 . 
to the desired shape by the same principle as corrugated js ee — —_— 
or star type metallic wheel dressers. The crushing rolls me ae Pree - . 
are formed to the shape of the work and are slotted = 2 a 
across the periphery. The wheel receives its final, or siz- ~ eee Fs Al e a 
ing dressing from a reference roll which is not power goa a '-, . INAS 
driven. After dressing, the wheel is brought up to grinding Fe4) ~ 
speed, and the desired shape is ground on the work. The Fine 1/5 i 
type of grinder is special for the job—a typical surface _ DS. Loy m 
grinder, but equipped with very heavy wheel bearings to as pe as 
withstand the dressing pressures, and having the driven : ~~ 
work roll mounted on one end of the table and the ref- Photograph courtesy Barber-Colman Co. 
erence roll mounted at the other end. The crushing roll is A contouring attachment as produced by the Barber- the: inmpotnaist (Batt of His equipment: Mos of the valle: Taran Company [oe aioe Hip Lellond tation: Whe om: 
are made of ordinary high speed steel, hardened to Rock- the lead screw, controls the movement by means of the tem- 
well “C” 62-65 and ground to shape. One set of rolls, plate attached to the bed. 
work and reference, have been used for as many as 125 ‘ ‘ . oy. first type employs a sheet metal template either for in- crushings before regrinding was necessary. : ternal or external work. The cutter having been set to 

Another grinding operation associated with crush grind- depth required, the tracer need take care of only horizon- 
ing is form grinding from layouts. Employing layouts tal and vertical movements. The tracer point is in con- 
many times its size, the form is ground with a single tinuous contact with the master. The back end of the 
wheel as the operator follows the layout with a stylus, tracer carries four electrical contact points which control 
and through levers. The finished shape is ground on the up and down and right and left movements. A very slight 
work, the accuracy is determined by that of the layouts. pressure of the tracer point against the mast is sufficient 
Its use has become important in the grinding of crush to break one of the electrical contacts and additional 
rolls and form tools. pressure closes another. This instantly changes the direc- 

Keller Contour Milling tion of travel by changing the energization, through re- 

The manufacture of contour parts such as dies was lays, of the various clutch magnets which govern the. dis 5 3 . rection of rotation of the vertical and horizontal lead accomplished in the past by roughing as close to shape a, . 5 . wei. screws on the milling machine. as possible on standard machines and finishing by hand, 
which amounted to a great deal of work. Today ma- Three Dimensional Contour Milling 
chines are available which are able to finish complicated Another type of tracer control is used for three di- 
three dimensional contours to great accuracy and re- mensional work, either internal or external. The machine quiring very little hand finishing. The requirement for set up is completely automatic. The controls are set so 
the machine is a model of wood, or some easily worked that the tracer covers the entire surface of the master 
material, of the exact shape of the part required. in a series of parallel strokes, either vertical or horizontal. A machine known for its ease of manufacture of very The length of the strokes are controlled through re- 
complicated shapes is the Keller milling machine made versing dogs, or by hand, and the feed is automatically 
by the Pratt and Whitney Company. The basic and most controlled. The depth of cut is automatically controlled, remarkable feature is the automatic electric tracer con- since when the point is not in contact with the master 
trol, which sensitively and accurately follows practically the machine is caused to travel in. Varying pressures on 
any shape or contour. The tracer is mounted horizontally the traced point causes the machine to travel in and out 
in a bracket on the verticle slide above the horizontal as the machine feeds in its predetermined direction, verti- cutter spindle. The tracer is adjustable in all dimensions cal or horizontal. This type of machining is employed 
and the cutter spindle transversely. Once the Propet po- for machining forging dies, die casting dies, forming sition of the cutter relative to the work and the tracer dies, punches and draw rings, metal patterns and core 
relative to the master has been established, the tracer boxes, molds and forms for plastic, and miscellaneous 
and cutter move in unison — the tracer following the work. 
shape of the master form and the cutter duplicating that Contour Lathes and Contour Attachment 
shape. A similar tracer guided lathe has been successfully 

Two types of operations are performed on the machine, used which cut irregular shapes with a single point tool. profile machining and three dimensional machining. The (please turn to page 26) 
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e story oO a fe 
A. CHEMICAL ACHIEVEMENT cinter se: scone oes ont 

for modern packaging. Since 1927, continuing 

' , rE research has developed over fifty different types. 

How Du Pont scientists ,§ r F. Fas] tw : : 

_ found @ way te CE ip 4 ~~ a 
Moistureproof Cellophane SE Ot gay Ge, I 0 ale 

i a a Wea) 2 ee Bas 

There’s no secret to Du Pont’s suc- i ie : so an to fl — ‘ 4 

cessful system for making chemical . E AL ; el a | ’ 

discoveries. It is simply research [ie ae 2 ae Be ey Y/, 
through teamwork. As rf Pp a oy iy pa le - 

As each new problem in research aa Se healed leg | ig Mo 
arises, it is tackled by men and ot eS. at me GC / ae 
women whose training and skill qual- Dr. Hal Charch PED Ohi " Sia oS = . G4 es 
si * ir. Hale Charch, Diy io Stai , Te- > } 4 fa _. 

ify them to master it. Bache! by enacts discovery of moistureproof Cellophane La a r VA 

ample funds and facilities, they are fim. Bag at far right held water for weeks; 
continuously extending the field of other control bags showed evaporation. Cellophane is made by extruding viscose 

scientific knowledge. through a slit into an acid bath where it coagu- 

Take the case of moistureproof ure moistureproofness, they tried lates into sheets. Moistureproofing follows. 

Cellophane. Plain, transparent Cello- Various procedures—adding ingredi- EE ak es 

phane was strong, clear and protec- ents to Cellophane dope before cast- on tet Sto os Soe 

tive. As a packaging material it had | ing, impregnating sheets in baths ag a, ah ae om a 
eye appeal. Its uses were limited, and coating the film. . t rie ie es | Ae 

however. Perishable foods wrapped Coating showed the most promise. oO aT le ¥ 7 

in this cellulose film were protected | Had you been a member of the re- Ye Nig a 

from contamination and were good search team on this job, you might \ ig dae o at i 

to look at, but they did not retain have helped mix and test several “ ett aa E } ? 

their freshness. They either lost or hundred different coating formulae | ~ 4 a : aoe 
absorbed moisture, depending on the over a 10 months’ period. With suc- — eer I So 

nature of the food and atmospheric cessful coatings in sight, a small i Saws Era | Re 

conditions. pilot operation was set up. Then— I <= ee ‘ Z| 

That was a challenge to Du Pont to make sure the new Cellophane ay ae we af 

research people. They set out to find Was right—doughnuts, cookies and en 

materials that would moistureproof cakes were wrapped in it and sent Organic Chemist M. L. Ward, Ph.D., Illinois 

Cellophane without materially af- to market. Finally, engineers were —°42, and Physical Chemist P. E. Rouse, Jr., 

fecting its thinness or transparency called on to design machinery for bernatoig ok ia aa foe Wg : z * : ty O| in membranes, including 

After developing a basic test to meas- full-scale operation. . Cellophane. 
Noweverything from chewing gum 

to Porta ei las hatrig bold aa cology or plant pathology. In fact, 

This is a booklet you moistureproot Cellophane. Anowner almost all the sciences are put to use 
scientific achievement is helping t Du Pont. 

shouldn't miss h: he food packagi d f ab. ODL. change the food packaging and food Worki ber of il 
— Before deciding on buying habits of America! Orsing a2 a;meniber Of a sma. 

Li your first job, send for team, the individual is afforded every 
eo opts . . opportunity to show his talent 
. : Re eat coapaue Using your training at Du Pont cppabilities snow alentand 

ef ao cee Diverse problems call for diversified 
a portunities for men talents. At any one time, there are 

2 and women with many hundreds of interesting projects un- 

types of trnining: xp ging Pox der way in the Du Pont laboratories. 
oeeedod SaHGe tke prsup cpatani of You may be trained in chemistry, REG. U5, PATOFF 

operation. Address: 2518 Nemours engineering or physics. You may BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware. have studied in the fields of botany, . .. THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

entomology, parisitology, pharma- 

More facts about Du Pont — Listen to “Cavalcade 

WRITE TODAY for “The Du Pont Company and the College Graduate “ of America” Monday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast 
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C nto r Prod ction drives a magnetic clutch. The output shafts of the two 
oO u u I o ¢ clutches are geared together by idler gears and are also 

(continued from page 24) geared to the compound screw. The screw may therefore 
These mighe ‘be exemplified by the mold cavigy for a be operated in either direction, depending on which clutch 
lass bowl of a general round or oval form. The move- is energized. The clutches are energized by means of 

8 5 * sa electrical contacts, controlled by the stylus, and actuate ments are controlled through electrical devices similar - Le to the milling machine a single pole, double throw switch. The circuit is such 
© , . that only one clutch is energized at a time. The stylus is A new development for contour turning on a stand- d bs f 8 I f y . 

ard engine lathe has been developed by the Barber-Col- ODEFALE) y macans: oF a template ‘0 Proper design 
; 3 mounted parallel to the lathe bed. A flywheel is attached man Company. For contour turning, this method uses : ¥ Bach : to the motor pulley to increase the amount of available a constant longitudinal feed and a template guided, . . . * ich jg Power for short periods. By means of a friction flywheel electrically controlled feed on the compound which is . 

‘ ; the shaft is accelerated gradually so that in actual opera- set for any desired angle (the template must be designed “ 
: . . tion, the servo moves smoothly enough to produce a fin- for a particular angle). The automatic control equipment * h which isf , £ job 

is mounted directly on the compound rest and is geared my WHIGNWS SAlstastory. on a majority of jobs. 
to the screw so that it can move the compound rest for- Contour Production, a Progressive Operation 
ward and backward. In this case the main lead screw The production of many of the contour parts commonly 
provides constant lengthwise motion and the control seen are the result of several progressive methods of . 7 ° 
equipment drives the movement along at 45°, the angle producing contours. The formed automobile part, for 
shown an the illustration. This method can be applied also example, is the result of a stamping or forming operation; 
to profiling. Here the longitudinal feed is used only to but the tools for production are the result of further 
adjust the depth of the cut, while the cross feed provides contour machining methods not so commonly known. The 
the constant feed across the work and the compound pro- present widespread use of such contours are the result ‘ g ° 
vides the variable movement on the 45 angle. of our system of mass production, since each of the 

The control unit is a servo, using 1/12 hp. motor con- many parts produced on a forming die absorbs part of 
nected to a pair of pulleys through a V-belt. Each pulley the cost of making the die. 
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Combines these 8 Tests " OO REISE A os " Oo ", 
of Pencil Superiority Ss 1Ou 
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imported draw- hardness. lon By 
ing pencil. 6. Perfect repro- Ry Ss | 

2. Extra-dense, ductions from a ARs Moe ay 
opaque lead. pencil drawings. & OW AND. ees AS 

i Fy HH Sophie 7 Credo 44 years later = FANS . * ay Was 4. Completely B.Fine coder, IS National Electric is the y SS 
grit-free. sharpens easily By . 

Ask for it at your college book store or World's Largest Producer of q local dealer's, or order direct. Only . . : : 15¢ each; $1.50 per doz. electrical roughing-in materials. 
Altea ar Lumopranh Now . aneneneiaaemennenes and No, 1904 Artist Leads [. = sit 
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EMPLOYEE BENEFITS NU eer 
41.53¢ CUE DIVIDENDS TO STOCKHOLDERS 

3.19¢ 

...the American Way 

It may interest you to know the mistaken cents. We show above where the rest of that 

notions most folks have about the profits of dollar went. Nearly half of it in wages, sala- 

American companies. ries, and employee benefits, to Alcoans. Al- 

They tell interviewers that they think such most another half for materials and services 

companies are entitled to make 12 to 15 cents we bought. Over six and a half cents for taxes. 

on every dollar of income, as a fajx,return. The dollars-and-cents story of Aluminum 

Yet, they add, it’s their guess thatsmanu- Company of America represents the kind 

facturers actually do make about 25 cents! of facts you’ll get from any typical Ameri- 

The facts are that in normal years Ameri- can enterprise. Facts that show a fair return 

can companies average about nine cents for a good product. 

profit per income dollar. By dividing up a dollar, the American 

Take Aluminum Company of America in way, Alcoa has provided secure employment 

1947, for example. Out of each dollar re- for 46,000 aluminum workers and has helped 

ceived last year by Alcoa and its subsidiaries, America to gain world leadership in alumi- 

the net profit amounted to less than eight num production and research. 
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. water then bubbles up from the at du Pont’s Waynesboro, Va., plant. 
Science oee earth back into the well. The company plans to start build- 

(continued from page \8) =o ing a multi-million dollar plant for 
which tests at 190°F., so that the ORLON Orlon manufacture next March near 
well serves as a boiler. A pump sends A new synthetic fiber, du Pont’s Camden, S. C. Construction will 
ordinary water and anti-freeze Orlon, has been developed to fill take about 18 months; thus, Orlon 
through the well coil, where it is the gap in price and performance may be in mass production within 
heated or reheated to not less than between the two older synthetics, two years. 

160 degrees. A two-inch pipe runs rayon and nylon. —_ 
from the well to the pavement and Rayon, made from wood pulp, ON-A-LITE 
then parallel to the road for a dis- costs relatively little but has draw- The perennial problem of plac- 
tance of about 400 feet. In the pave- backs, notably weakness when wet. ing the Christmas tree lights artis- 
ment slab are embedded 15,000 feet Nylon, made from coal tar or petro- tically while staying within the lim- 
of three - fourth - inch wrought iron leum, is strong and elastic and has ited range provided by the cord has 
pipe, made up into one grid for each other desirable properties. as well. been solved for the purchasers of 
of a series of 30-foot road panels. However, it is expensive. Orlon, an a new and unique type of lights. 
Each of these 15 panels is connected “acrylic” fiber made from natural Specially constructed two-part light 
with the two-inch water main by gas or petroleum, provides many of sockets fit around the cord and screw 
valves. nylon’s desirable qualities at a cost together to make contact through 

The pump, thermostatically con- which will probably be nearer that the cord to the wire itself. The cord 
trolled, automatically begins to cir- of rayon. can be draped around the tree first 
culate the water when the air tem- Orlon resists fading, is easy to and as many sockets as desired plac- 
perature drops to freezing and con- wash, and is resistant to many chem- ed in any desired location. 
tinues to operate until the tempera- icals, high temperatures, and in- Called On- A - Lite by the Port- 
ture rises above freezing. Another sects, although it won’t take colors land, Oregon, corporation of the 
pump draws water from the well as well as other textiles. same name, and manufactured by 
since it loses its heat value as the At present, only small quantities Portland’s Iron Fireman Manufac- 
cool water flows from the road of Orlon are being produced for turing Company, this boon to tree 
through the heat transfer coils. Hot test purposes in the pilot operation decorators is in a class by itself. On- 

- e e | A-Lite screw-on sockets are molded 
partners in creating of Monsanto’s phenolic resin, Resi- 

nox, by Beaman Plastic Products 

co Lats cme dpe | and Owenelinis las Company 
in shaping the modern world. So extensively are these a 
products used by successful men, it is self-evident that LIGHT FOR 
K & E has played a part in the completion of nearly 
every American engineering project of any magnitude. TRAFFIC TUNNELS 

Ke The longest continuous lighting 

i \ = Tamar installation in the world, in which 
Doone Reed > . four ribbons of fluorescent light 
ee Ls 8 will extend almost two miles, has 

Meaning Tapes. 6 : been designed by New York City’s 
% a \ . 7 Triborough Bridge and Tunnel Au- 

FP (Zz 4 eg yO thority in collaboration with engi- 
— . 4 _ al S eS ; neers of the General Electric Com- 

ee % “ ’ 7 , : First of its kind, the installation 
pS on . | = — _ will illuminate the new Brooklyn- 

— — ig Oo / Battery tunnel now being construct- 
- : _ 2 i j ed under New York Harbor by the 

, / ok Triborough Bridge and Tunnel Au- 

thority. The tunnel, which will be 

one of the world’s longest, is ex- 
pected to be completed in 1950. 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. Each of the tunnel’s two tubes will 
est. 1867 carry two lanes of traffic, and will NEW YORK ° HOBOKEN, N. J. : fi Z . Chicago * St. Louis * Detroit be lighted by twin rows of white 

San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal (please turn to page 32) 
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. . . Said one of Napoleon’s generals to the young officer 2 6 

who was reporting on the victory he had won that day. It’s § | \q Naish 

a bit like that, too, in preparing for a career. The q y—~, 

important thing is not only what you do in the classroom Y \) II | 

today, but what you are going to do tomorrow when Kf Jf | i 

you find yourself in the business world. wh { | 

Tomorrow it will be as important to keep yourself posted on . \ \ 
> 

what’s going on in your profession as it is to learn its Y= A 
== p\- 

fundamentals today. In the classroom you have been r\ 7 2B =\i A 

building much of that foundation probably with McGraw-Hill ros — a 

books. When you are in business, you will need McGraw-Hill Vo \o 

books and magazines to help you keep forging ahead. \\ 

| [ 

In both classroom and industry McGraw-Hill books are IN, () CG 

recognized as authoritative and standard works on = Nal 

their subjects. In business and professional fields McGraw-Hill ed 

magazines command the top editorial staffs, Ss, 

plus the world’s largest news-gathering facilities devoted 

exclusively to business. 

McGraw-Hill books and magazines should be your 

headquarters for technical information. 

McGraw-Hill Publications 

HEADQUARTERS FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
ee 

CY 
330 West 42nd Street. New York 18, N. Y. 
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ee eg RR eS d a: Roan ae A UREA es SE Graduate Stu Dai. 
a a . A ee rowre > (continued from page 11) 

a oe Qu : i SES Ne oN men involved in technical applications, but these men do 
ps a N. VN. =< % 3 oN not always realize the very high salaries of other fields. 
AABN : ‘ Qo NX {ne NES Then too, there is the growing movement in industry to 
\X x — ou ek Sete SQ employ engineers for more and more of the managerial 

\ \ eit i ee Xe 5S CARES ou positions. Standard Oil Company of Indiana for example, 
\ x : XY Ne aC “A eK ey ou reports that seven of the eleven directors of the company, 
\ Nady \ NES iy os ‘ ci including Dr. Robert E. Wilson, chairman of the board, 
\ — 4 ss and A. W. Peake, president, are engineers. This would in- 
Na " dicate that engineering and scientific training provides a 

iL broad, solid base upon which to begin a career in business. 
PROBLEM— You're designing a radio broadcast trans- According to Mr. M. T. Carpenter, the executive director 

mitter. The circuit includes condensers and other variable of the research department’s Whiting, Indiana, laborator- 
elements which must be adjusted by the operator. You want | ‘€s» men with this type of training are able to apply scien- 
to place these elements for optimum circuit efficiency and | tific methods and thinking to all types of jobs. This sounds 
where they will be easy to assembly, wire, and service. At | 800d for the engineers looking for jobs, but they must 
the same time, you want to centralize the control knobs ata | ‘emember that each of them will also have to utilize and 
point convenient to the operator. How would you do it? expand the training they received in college in order to 

advance to positions of responsibility and high pay. 

THE SIMPLE ANSWER Technical ability will take a man just so far; after that 
Use S.S.White remote control type flexible shafts to couple his personality, adaptability, and aptitude for work are 
the varlable elements to their control knobs. This leaves you the elements which help the young engineer get ahead. 
free to place both the elements and the knobs anywhere you In the opinion of most personnel men, these last qual- 

Wantthens And you.get:contral a a ities are not greatly strengthened by g.aduate study. Extra- that is as smooth and sensitive [oe i ‘ igh . . . ce | curricular and campus activities are the character builders as a direct connection because L Sa i ianed f | being bizhly desirabl 5.$.White remote control flexible eles i mentioned most frequently as being highly desirable. 

shafts are engineered expressly ear i. “ Mr. G. L. Bussard of the DuPont Corporation sub- 
for thls kind of service. | Pag! oe mitted to the author the two general points on which they 

WZ, | el base their employment: 1). Professional Competence, and 
* * * e he = 2). Personal Characteristics. 

ag pal ™ “Under Professional Competence, some of the factors 
This is just one of hundreds ere a a | on which we place emphasis are: motivation, preference 
of remote control and power ‘Bx i w 1; i for particular types of work, depth of understanding of 
drive problems to which ie a ey the subject, practical intelligence as indicated by one’s 
S.S.White flexible shafts pro- Vid r attitude toward utilizing his training, and the trend of the 
vide a simple answer. That's ‘i = a bea curve indicating his scholastic accomplishment. Certainly 
why every engineer should be y- = ae graduate training should strengthen some of these factors. 
familiar with the range and : if) « . a was : scope of these ‘Metal . Be 2. tl s In the area of Personal Characteristics, qualities which 
Muscles''* for mechanical f i e goa. i we look for are: sincerity and friendliness, good general 
bodies. i i LE appearance, poise in manner and speech, general conver- 

a i a sational ability, physical and mental alertness and en- 
“Trademark Reg..U. 5. Pat. Off, erst: how.owe ig thusiasm, ability to work smoothly as a team member, 

facto. manufacturer ld tt. emotional stability, leadership qualities, and overall ma- 
WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4501 turity.” 

Fae “Pete Objectives of Engineering Education 
It gives essential facts and engineer- / ane | oS . . . . . ing data about flexible shafts and j — 4 Engineering has been defined as “The art of directing 
their application. A copy Is yours for se men and controlling the forces and materials of nature 
the asking. Write today. / od f for the benefit of the human race.” This means that an 

See, / engineering education involves more than just a high 
S§. WHITE ™ lp technical proficiency; engineers must be solid, civic 
oe minded citizens willing to take their share of responsibil- 

THESES Wire coma nre.co, INDUSTRIAL | o::0% ity for modern society and its improvement. In addition 
tac Grae ae enamine tosis s WiGht leseuis ortaie to his technical knowledge, such a man must have a well 

Oueof Hoe - sab AMAA Yudlustriat Enterprises (please turn to page 38) 
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> ...and experience buys the best 

a= industrial equipment, too 

ae ~— THE MOST SKILLED CHOPPER invariably 
ee oe’, owns the fastest axe... And engineers who buy 
a (Lee yA industrial equipment on the strength of experi- 

ao : Loe 4 ence, get topmost efficiency and economy. Per- 

wes ‘ \ 4 formance records tell why Roebling products 
Se ele . Oy have enjoyed more than a century of confidence. 

oo )hhlUlU i G ELECTRICAL WIRE—CABLE— 
oo. se 7 VN MAGNET WIRE. There’s a high 

~~ a cae Pp. ,. . \\ quality Roebling Electrical Wire 

iG oe Soe Ds, LP \ and Cable (65 standard types ) for 
eo J = 4 SeEe® \ every sort of transmission, distri- 

pene » Ka », | bution and service circuit... 
ce r—“( eONREEEERES WS Roevar Magnet Wire is unsurpassed 

eee 7 gj a al oak WOVEN WIRE FABRIC. Eco- 
Ag ro ae fo HP aoe i. — a a nomical Industrial Screens by 
& i = a = Po \— a it separ ON Roebling range from the most 
et 2. ee. _ hee WN finely woven Filter Cloths to the 

eee oe a | 2 3S Wei largest Aggregate types. Roeflat 
— = ea we —— WES: | Screen, a radically new design, has 
ig o gag A <2 oe ee é i Hes 75% more wearing surface, up to 

a ie ve 7 90% more wear, 

ee oe: we — ROUND — FLAT— SHAPED 
— | : ee) A WIRE. You cut down reject costs 

baa . _ <0 io ‘eo a ee } and speed up production with 
- . oe CL a “\. % aW| Roebling high carbon wire...every 
4 4 -, He Pl ila AN inch is like every other inch... 

eo 7 ae a oe , | ag same gauge and grain structure .. . 
oe 3 . SO A ¥ ? Se ? same strength, hardness and finish 

~~  .s ay | oy. | ae Mo 7 eS ...and it’s available now! 

om a a ys =. 9 pp ah a Z| WIRE ROPE. Roebling rope is one 
~~ ON Ot is, Gy a ee r y hi of the most widely used products 

le y 3 Y ii, “We yy gp ee se ? Hi in industry today .. . and Roebling 
ba & ‘oo i | - oy a i Preformed “Blue Center” Steel 

Lee | i. “ee — fo fi iN Wire Rope is the last word in long- 
ii aa i vi yy \ MIN time performance and genuine 
* — — a Ys : aa service economy. Only Roebling 

a. _ a. « =~ a —- > ; % makes“Blue Center” wire rope steel. 

Lo = a4 ee ee?) =~Whatever career you are studying for, when 
yo a Ve . ) you get on the job you will find some type of 
Leo A SS | _. ij Roebling product serving there, depen ably 

CAN i ske j and at low cost. John A. Roebling’s Sons Co., 

\ = : a. A A CENTURY OF CONFIDENCE 
eo BRANCH OFFICES: Atlanta, 934 Avon Ave. * Boston, 51 
bas @ » | os i Sleeper St. * Chicago, 525 W,, Roosevelt Rd, * Cleveland, 
be | o i 2 701 St. Clair Ave., N. E. * Denver, 1635 17th St. * Houston, 
Le a oo foe oo eg 6216 Navigation Blvd. * Los Angeles, 216 S. Alameda St. * 

Ce — .. : New York, 19 Rector St. * Philadelphia, 12S. 12th St. * Pitts- 
bee _  N burgh, 855 W. North Ave. * Portland, Ore., 1032 N.W. 14th 
Bo __. a ‘Ave. * San Francisco, 1740 17th St. * Seattle, 900 First Ave. 
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4 ME ik —_— SS = c1ience eee 
a Votan Se QQ == 

wilt ae FY ‘I PER (= (continued from page 28) 
: Pe ee NSPAEE og S| ae? ARTES ie NEWSOE. A TREE” >a Sy fluorescent lamps. A total of 5776 

\ your a ED AS. Cs a individual lamps, each six feet long, \ Ue ON EE em ~ : : tee Gl H \ gt AR 7 — Cee  . 4 . Ee y] will comprise the entire installation. 
\ a a oo RSE eB il art on The lamps will be housed in clear \ — ”—lt~—CS . SEY [cra ee 
\ oe 8 VEU ,» § y hay ey 7 Pyrex “pipe” near the top of the 

ee a ia nf Af wie ‘ sidewalls of the tubes. 

— — NES oS. The continuous lighting will pre- 

\ : ae PEE vent a succession of bright spots 
\ 2 = ; | Sa and shadows along the tunnel. As- 

pe i ssa tronomical clocks will turn on a 

yo | /~ SR) higher intensity of light in the por- : — yo / ses = z . 
2. , yy SSS tal sections of the tunnel during 

a SS — ij Pa] daylight hours to make it safer for 

oils ons 2 = motorists to drive from bright sun- 

light into the tunnel at normal traf- 
-.. the tree became a newspaper fic speeds, by allowing the driver’s 

through GRINDING! eyes to become gradually accustom- 

ed to the lower light level inside. 

Wy back in the woods Norton starts to have a part in producing The lighting level will be three to 

your newspaper—axes and saws sharpened by Norton grinding four foorcandles fos atic ee 
grading up to ootcandles in the 

wheels fell the trees and cut them to pulp wood lengths. portals to compensate for bright 

4 ‘ . light i t 1. Then at the paper mill the wood is ground into pulp for newsprint sun) ight outside the funne The en 
gineers say this illumination is 

by Norton Pulpstones—gigantic ten-ton, segmental grinding wheels equivalent to that of the nation’s 

as large as six feet in diameter and as wide as 66’’—wheels brightest lighted street. 

developed by Norton research to replace nature’s sandstones. Twelve separate lighting circuits, 
all in continuous use, will serve each 

tube. The supply of power to the 

lighting system is so interspersed - 

th hines th he avi that loss of any part of the power 
. : . . mechines . ee ’ . aes supply, including complete loss at 

S § . . < = = int er in a 
— Fa ._ smo Pop . ° . © complicate’ one end of the tunnel, will not leave 
oe] fs _ =e presses which print your newspaper 5 . - ot —.. any section of the tunnel in dark- oy ee contain many rolls and other parts 

. | rr precision-produced by Norton grind- PSB 
ol _ _ ing machines and grinding wheels. 

\. fc |_| Norton Refractories are important, COLOR. ANALYZER 
I I. — too—Alundum Laboratory Ware is Color density is determined by an 

Le | . . used in the paper mill laboratories, electronic analyzer so sensitive that 

. : Crystolon Brick in the power plants, it can measure 1/100,000,000 of the 
— amount of light from a car head- 

. light. The analyzer is designed for 

use in color photography but can 

also be used to measure or match 

colors in textiles, paints and dyes. NORTON COMPANY e WORCESTER 6, MASS. The device, developed by Ansco, 
Distributors in All Principal Cities looks like an oversize record play- 

er. Inside the arm is an electron- 

multiplier photo-tube which gives 
o the instrument its sensitivity. The y. 

measuring arm may be detached and 
used at distances up to six feet. The 

ABRASIVES - GRINDING WHEELS -— GRINDING AND LAPPING MACHINES - : 
REFRACTORIES — POROUS MEDIUMS — NON-SLIP FLOORS — NORBIDE PRODUCTS analyzer is used for making accurate LABELING MACHINES — (BEHR-MANNING DIVISION: COATED ABRASIVES AND SHARPENING STONES) emulsions for films. 
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Drop Forge Division Operati 

YS-OVERLAND MOTORS, INC 
Emphasize Speed of GAS 

SPEED HEATING of small billets for drop forging the furnace are results of high-speed billet heating 

demonstrates the speed of GAS for production-line with GAS— 

operations requiring a flexible, controllable fuel. « Uniform temperature of billets improves workability in 

Drop Forge Division engineers and metallurgists, forge oo. oo. 

working with the furnace manufacturers, devised a s Reduced scale Meee | abrasion indies 

simple Gas-fired, continuous-cycle billet furnace with = * eee for Sifgrent sizes and shapes without costly 

the following characteristics and capabilities: «Economy of operation, of fuel costs, and of equipment 

« Billet Temperatures—2,200 °-2,300°F investment 

+ Billet Heating Time—4 minutes normal (can be regulated This application of modern Gas Equipment in an 

as required in production schedules) . important production-line process is just one of the 

+ Billet Discharge Rate—440 per hour, on 4-minute cycle contributions made by GAS to industrial progress. 

* Piece Dimensions (Average)—1"'-2.5" thickness or diam- There are many other heat-processing operations such 

eter for rounds, squares, or flats up to 10" in length as annealing, normalizing, stress-relieving, case-hard- 

+ Furnace Heat-up Time—2,500°F in 15 minutes after initial ening, in which the productive flames of GAS have 

lighting established records for productioneering. They're 

Quite as important as the productive capacity of — worth investigating. 

ea 2 : | F - Burner 

ie | deere REET gio 

oy es fA [ : eae ie \| = 7*,- | Of = L] ei f of 7 : ae \ {7 2 = y 

CW ti. i! | \\ & g & a a INL Gas Manifold 
eu LC lew y Hf ‘and Distribution 

PE 
Longitudinal section thru billet heating 

——— = elon | furnace shows simplicity of equipment 

_ -. i | _ 4 Section Drawing courtesy of Surface 
_ oe al 1 Combustion Corporation, Toledo, Ohio, 

1. 0 i manufacturers of the billet heating 
: a a . : ' | furnace. i 

; PO oe) ORE... 

eat — “= Gt 
iy SU rtrt—CP=BE 0S 
= rlr—“_OOCO ree FOR ALL 

Ce 2. i 
ua INDUSTRIAL HEATING 

420 LEXINGTON AVENUE NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 
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Ml aM : Leather has ‘’travel endurance 
a J ' When you see a piece of “globe-trotting” luggage, 2 CX Se you’re looking at leather that’s been around. It iL Zy i has taken a long-term beating but is still doing us = ; ‘ Co a@ good job. = 

hia parce Fa 
ep Oo “ 7 ; ANP = 

Ne [| a. le |. Se l lf , i 
jy i‘ NM a A SJ > : Modern leather belting used ; |) =~ i. . 

for power transmission has | s 2 " as 
that same inherent wear- 6 wl L HB resistance. That's the rea- Cy | © So . \| son why it is marking up bs oS ‘i \ 
records for long service Cn eo be \ A modern leather belt drive traveling around the pul- . ‘ a c with a tension-control_motor leys of modern industry. ‘y. = base... the last word in i is power transmission via leather. AL-31 Is . 

Ametieary LEMMER BELTING “Lisoeialion iN 
Headquarters for Authentic Power Transmission Data me 

CPUS me ol ae Ae SR Zo) 1 

T lo >] 

o 
| Euginccred tO MEET|| | 

| | TOMORROW'S MILLING | DIDRIKSEN CUSTOM CLOTHING CO. 
i 

D E M A N D S —_ G 3 1419 University Avenue | 

me Tel. Badger 1056 | . ee el. Badger | No. 2 Vertical evi | ola eo" 

Milling Machine @iesmu | Hing Machine (qe lig = ; ENGINEER: 7 | ze ad , 0 5 HORSEPOWER 7 ky le | man ° 
Hat ty et - But I ENGINEER CLOTHES ++. embodies all the fea- ew 1a" ee => | 

tures of the No. 2 Vertical J | te) a j For You! Light Type Machine. In pis Hope mi | addition it has greater Gg bee 7 | | 
throat distance — a No. : 2 | 
50 Milling Machine u | 
Standard taper hole in antifriction bearings support | Convenient to the M.E. Building spindle — suitable spindle all shafts in speed train; inde- | 

| speeds for larger cutters pendent all-gear drives. Fea- $50.00 and Up —and ample power plus tures like these assure highly- | |! 
rigidity for work requiring accurate production and long, | 
heavier cuts. trouble-free performance. | 

Engineered for smooth, -S BROWN & SHARPE Me. co. | || powerful, cutter driving; [BS Providence 1, R. 1, U.S.A. | Have your clothes made for you by a tailor 

| of twenty years experience in Madison. 

BROWN & SHARPE | 
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Another page for WI ae Ua UG 
<= e se 

Zz = SH-H-H! A quieting thought 
fo a 

A [ for compressors 
rr |. it = ay Engineers design quiet operation into heavy duty 

Ac aa ee Ree" compressors by mounting the crankshafts on Tim- 

| a ken® tapered roller bearings. ea |, P BS 
a a a = | | si Timken bearings take the tough radial and thrust 
<j bs Co . ss loads in any combination. They hold the crankshaft 

ia _ | in rigid alignment, prevent deflection and end-play. 
en Seca ( Wear is minimized, precision increased. And long, 
OO quiet, trouble-free operation is assured. 

3 What’s new! nas 
ouncind 

Two great developments have been announced Ann rl 

recently by The Timken Roller Bearing Company. q Wh 
First, the capacity ratings of all Timken bearings Yh A\NG 
have been increased 25%, enabling engineers to use , q 
smaller bearings, with savings in bearing cost, wh i 

material cost and weight. ‘A new Timken 

Second, the new Timken ‘‘Double-Zero” bearing Now: e with 

—twice as accurate as any previously made—opens = pearing duced 
the way to new, higher standards of precision. These ey oe yn-out re ; 

are the two latest examples of the Timken Company’s = . by half? 

well-known leadership in bearing manufacture. ~ «pearing ope agg 

New Timken ~panblerer high pein appl 

cur stands 

Want fo learn more 

OK about bearings? 
ee NG a\ eS IMKEN Some of the important engineering problems 

i r [imo TRAOE-MARK REG. U. & PAT. OFF. you'll face after graduation will involve bearing 

| ce applications. If you’d like to learn more about 

\ Vi js TAPERED this phase of engineering, we’ll be glad to help. 
4 | oe [amen For additional information about Timken bear- 

<i. ey ROLLER BEARINGS ings and how engineers use them, write today 

a to The Timken Roller Bearing Company, 

Canton 6, Ohio. And don’t forget to clip this 

page for future reference. 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER > THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER c= 

BEARING TAKES RADIAL @ AND THRUST -@- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION ~W-- 
‘\ 

Design No. 15046—B B D O Cl 8-582—California Engineer, February; Yale Scientific Magazine, February; University of linois Technograph, 

February; Purdue Engineer, February; lowa State Engineer, February; University of lowa Transit, February; U.S.N.A. Log, February; M.LT. 

Tech. Eng. News, February; U. of Michigan Technic, February; U. of Minnesota Technolog, February; Cornell Engineer, February; U.S.M.A. 

Pointer, February; Ohio State Engineer, February; Pennsylvania Triangle, February; Carnegie Technical, February; Penn State Engineer, 

February; U. of Wisconsin Engineer, February, 1949 
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: owe “ okonite \ender A p 
4 ATE 0 ‘ a S EZ oo mee ous’ § AN OKONITE | Wpmlec¥a¥e| a Qualit va 

engine “TWIST” ON | i 
a i y (2:jme CABLE TESTING 4 ry fl 

A ; al e oN ¥ . 

ry aa Okonite research includes | a rs 
x 1 C i subjecting short lengths of  ' Y Fc 

: Gia | tests (pictured above), twist- = nd , 

Ql es. =~ FF | 
a / Wye complete an integrated pro; | ge. ore ~~ 

oe gram of performance checks. | | En ee | | Le | 
7, * . . Se EAE ae |] 
= 5 . From its results comes infor- _. : : fF 

oe : mation which Okonite engi- | & bs a 
ar 3 4 neers translate again and | —s—sS oe poner — 

Passaic, New Jersey. a 2... eee 

wg = 1p » i . 6 K 6 NITES. TULL ET 0) boi PATS a 
insulated wires and cables | 271 NINTH ST., BROOKLYN 15, N.Y., U.S.A. 

7 - —== J] 

Beautiful Gifts and 
| 

| Dependable — . 
P Novelties 

| Since 1912 CORSAGES 
| FOR ALL OCCASIONS 

> | THREE STUDENT STORES LOU WAGNER’S 
| Gift and Floral Shop 

© University & Randall 1010 DICYEREILY SB 
| 

| @ Park & University 
| A wedding ring is like a tourniquet—it stops your circu- 

lation. | ®@ State & Lake ation kok 

| “Boy, he sure is a card.” 

| “Which, a joker or an ace?” 

~ Rennebohm mn | Sunday School Teacher: “What binds us together and 

makes us even better than nature intended?” 

Better Drug Stores Little Mary: “Girdles.” 

ok oe ok 

Any live wire would be a dead one without the proper 

ps ae connections. 
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a. . 4 Plasties where plasties belong ..- 

\ for insulation and appearance 
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Photograph Courtesy of Station WNEW, N.Y.C. 

Synthane ... where synthane belongs 

| SES for Synthane laminated plastics broadcast technician to plug in or transfer 

are almost unlimited because of their amplifiers, microphones, telephone lines or 

combination of chemical, electrical and me- other equipment, giving the input system 

chanical properties. Synthane is corrosion greater operating flexibility. This is an ap- 

and moisture resistant, light in weight, propriate job for our type of plastics because 

quickly and easily machined. It is also hard, Synthane is an excellent electrical insulator, 

dense, strong, one of the best electrical and contributes to the attractiveness of the 

insulators known. The “set” plastic, control booth. Synthane Corporation, 14 

Synthane is stable over a wide range of River Road, Oaks, Pa. 

temperatures. 

An interesting example of Synthane at SYNTH ANE 

work is this jack panel which enables the S| 

DESIGN © MATERIALS © FABRICATION © SHEETS © RODS © TUBES + FABRICATED PARTS © MOLDED-MACERATED © MOLDED-LAMINATED 
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TE STUDY G RA DUA E S COMPARISON OF FIVE LEVELS OF BASE MONTHLY 
SALARY RATES OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS. 

(continued fron: page 30) BY CLASS OF WORKER FOR SELECTED EXPERIENCE LEVELS IN 1946 

EXPERIENCE LEVEL 9-11 YEARS 
: +. & ‘CHARS OF WORKER WBE eslGnrtvar wasn a5 Vartan “oer s ; ts rs rounded personality. He must be able to express his ideas, aor ze 

think and speak on his feet, lead and organize men, and — ei oe 
cooperate with all of his associates. Such qualities are in men rate OenecanG eS eon nousrma 
great demand, especially when coupled with the technical carat | 
and scientific ability of an engineer. Refer for example omen wow-reoeen, | crm, Feoena. Tem to the much quoted statement of the late John D. Rocke- omer Feorma. AR RII a ss 
feller who said that he would “pay more for the ability [ee | .. muons ee eta _ to get along with other people than for any other ability.” emanate: __ a oerenent conan 2 7 Tizzz7sseeeememe orowca. ZS ° sen wera ROCA ZZ RT — — The answers to some of the employment questions shes rete cree S777 eee — — — | ‘ ; s . . trowiven-woustmat raised by the graduating engineers lie in their own analyses meter 

vt, PA 77 Se] 
of the status of their education, and the demands to be Roveu en fe | : : 1 crm, reoeta a made on this knowledge by the type of work in which they men reoena, _ epee ops | 
are interested. Graduate study in a technical field will fo ee reas igs EE FE] ° . : ee ; arovens ee | increase their knowledge, skill and ability. According to Seen 212 re em tncPence CONAN :  _ 
Mr. Royce E. Johnson, the chief electrical engineer for ‘cies seeuuunine SS : : awe Enon —S Barber Colman Company and head of their general engi- iecaeccnadomic= CSS --—| teem. i nn neering laboratory, graduate study will develop a better prc ee 

: : . OTHER NON- FEDERAL understanding of engineering fundamentals, a more com- cau, Feoerat Ca a) : 
1 ining i lied hi i nd broader men bs ats sho asa eee abs — ade 3s Too plete training in applied mathematics, a a ade: 5 oe 

knowledge of physics, chemistry, and diversified engineer- 

ing subjects than can be obtained in a four year engineer- 

ing course. Some men acquire this background on the Chart III. 
job, but one is more certain to acquire it by concentrat- 

: , ing on it in the graduate school of a reputable university. velopment of the student engineers’ character, morals, 
Speaking at the recent initiation banquet of Eta Kappa and knowledge. A further study by the engineer of such 
Nu in Madison, Mr. Johnson also emphasized the neces- humanities as philosophy, economics, speech, sociology, 
sity of better laboratory report technique, the advantage psychology, and history, and a much broader interest— 
of a broad cultural knowledge of the humanities, and the We 2 3 woe : . : . and participation—in extracurricular activities will do apparent lack of good lab technique among engineering h to “knock off th bh . 
graduates. Engineers with only a B.S. degree and no lab UC 0 Knock off the rough corners and accustom him 
experience other than in regular classes often have no to rubbing shoulders with other people.” In the opinion 
idea of how to handle a test job or any other direct as- of Lee H. Hill, publisher of the Electrical World, this is 
signment when first employed. Mr. Johnson said that those one of the main reasons manufacturers have developed 
men with graduate degrees who have done laboratory graduate training courses. 
thesis work require a much shorter period of training, or : 
no period at all. On the other hand, Mr. McEachron for G. E. feels that 

. . . g : the purpose of these trainin rograms is to “integrate Men who are not interested in applied engineering must h BURP . ie Bree : ei 
take stock of their other abilities. Their technical educa- ‘he segregated courses which men have had in college to tion may be one of the finest; but if they are going into such an extent that they will feel confident of their ability 
work where it will not be utilized directly, it may be of to solve any problem no matter how complex, provided 
little immediate value to them. Today’s engineering stu- the problem is worth solving.” Through these additional 
dents receive very little training in liberal arts; their tech- educational programs industry is attempting to provide a 
nical studies are too numerous and complex to permit an practical “internship in industry.” The comparison of 
adequate study of the various cultural subjects during a raduate study with these training courses must be based & 
four year course. The engineering work alone has made on their relative value to the individual. Wages, salaries g ges, . 
some schools expand their curricula to five years. In and advancement are determined by the actual perform- 
order to put engineering on a full professional basis along ance of the engineer. For some individuals, graduate study 
with the other accepted professions, many argue that the will provide the best training; for others, industrial ex- 
student should have at least three years of liberal arts perience will be of more benefit. The decision rests on the 
study before even beginning his engineering work. This man’s ambitions, interests, financial, and educational limi- 
would seem to indicate the need for a more balanced de- tations and goals. 
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M d ] ore and more... and better oil 

UNDER THE WATERS just off the Gulf Coast alone... lie vast helping bring us better medicines, waxes, cosmetics, paints 
new oil fields that may almost double America’s oilreserves. _. . . to name only a handful of today’s hundreds of superior 

This rich discovery is just one more phase of the better- petroleum products. : 
than-ever job the oil industry is now doing to meet our The people of Union Carbide produce these and many 
soaring demands. And back of that job are today’s supe- other materials that help supply us with more and better 
rior skills, advanced engineering, and better materials. petroleum products. They also provide hundreds of other 

Such hard metals as tungsten carbide, used in drills, materials to help science and industry maintain American 

help make it possible to cut more than three miles into the leadership ...in meeting the needs of mankind. 
earth. Essential valves, pumps, and even fractionating tow- j UE: . 

ers made of carbon are virtually 100% proof against highly adn fe ae 

corrosive acids. FREE: You are invited to send forthe new illus- 4% i ba iS i 
Such bi ial ink I defy h trated booklet, ‘Products and Processes,” which 2 fy SITS) 

uch better materials as stainless steel dely heat, pres- shows how science and industry use UCC's / > fs 
sure and corrosion in refinery operations. With the new — Alloys, Chemicals, Carbons, Gases and Plastics. / sco ey (6) 

: ak <= Bai 
oxy-acetylene pressure welding, pipelines can be more ° — ie 
swiftly linked into single strong units that extend for hun- 
dreds of miles. l Oo N C E 

Better chemicals, also! Solvents that purify our oil... N I A R B I D 
chemicals that draw offensive elements from our gasoline AND CARBON CORPORATION 
and provide us with anti-knock compounds. All these are 30 EAST 42ND STREET [JM NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 

—  ——_ Produtets of Divisions and Units include ————_—— 

LinpE OxyGen « PrestT-O-Lire ACETYLENE © PyROFAX GAS © BAKELITE, KRENE, VINYON, AND VINYLITE PLASTICS 

NATIONAL CARBONS * EVEREADY FLASHLIGHTS AND BATTERIES * ACHESON ELECTRODES 

PRESTONE AND TREK ANTI-FREEZES * ELECTROMET ALLOYS AND METALS ¢ HAYNES STELLITE ALLOYS ¢ SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS



e tact of the emitter. On the other hand, the output im- 
e Ta I | sistor e pedance of the Transistor is about a hundred times higher 

‘ Py 3 than the input impedance because its bias causes current 
continued from page 13) 5 none . 

to flow in the reverse direction through the point con- 
The current from the cathode, in a grounded-grid vac- tact of the collector. These impedance levels are the 

uum triode, is controlled chiefly by the potential between opposite of those for vacuum tubes and require a new 

it and the grid; the plate potential has comparatively little approach to the coupling circuits between amplifier stages. 
effect on the cathode current. In the Transistor the emitter . ae . . 

bias (about | volt positive) causes a small current to flow B rr ieaniatt, the a ae Transistor, 
. . : : n esign recei - into the semiconductor. The negative bias of the collector, c | PSLEPRORE sclentists SISDEC. 8 EACIO! RECEIVER com: 

5 taining no conventional vacuum tubes whatever. It con- or anode, is made large enough (about 50 volts) so that ~“ 4 of a broad-b f Lif ? 

it withdraws about the same magnitude of current. Al- aan . — ~ and r-f ampli Ee 1 tuned r-f stage, 
though the collector is a poor emitier of electrons: it is local oscillator, mixer, three stages of i-f, second detector, f > : 3 : 
a good collector of holes. A variation of the number of and four stages of audio as A total of fieven 
holes in the surface around the two point contacts is pro- ransistors “od used ne e ampli =! oe with two 

duced by changes in the input voltage of the emitter. The 8°*™antum poaes: XCF the foxes: (2m ESECUOR: Shapes; 
2 : . and two selenium rectifiers for the power supply. change in current due to the change in input voltage 

causes a relatively large change in output voltage due to 

the much larger impedance of the output circuit (from 

10,000 to 100,000 ohms). 

There is little coup:ing from output to input since the : 

output circuit can influence the input circuit only by elec- 

tronic conduction, for which the surface resistance is high. ‘ 

Obviously, then, the Transistor is capable of ordinary = si ee oe 

unilateral amplification. 0... sin. a. 

. 2h _ 
Possible Applications <= fi i 

The transistor has severai serious limitations in its pres- a : / <4 oe 

ent state of development. Some of these are: Z ] fe 

(1) Low power output. & i 

(2) Limited frequency range. 

(3) Inherent noise. 

(4) Impedance matching difficulties. The relative size of the Transistor. 

The power output is limited to about 25 milliwatts per : ‘ “5 7 ‘ : P put P Under typical operating conditions the Transistor draws 
unit, although considerably more power can be obtained . 

: _ only 0.1 watt from the bias sources (about a tenth of the by using a number of units in push-pull, parallel, or a 
esinbination of bark. power consumed by an ordinary flashlight bulb) and de- 

The upper frequency of operation is limited to about livers 25 milliwatts of useful output power, thus having 

10 me. by transit time within the germanium. Hence, the an overall efficiency of 2 percent. It is smaller than a sub- 

Transistor is at present useful at audio, video, and the miniature vacuum tube and seems likely to have a useful 

lower radio frequencies, but is unsuited to VHF, UHF, life of many thousands of hours because of its simple, 
or microwave applications. . “gs PP. sturdy construction. Where portability and low battery 

In its present stage of development the Transistor has drain are necessary, as in hearing aids and personalized 
considerabl reater internally gener noise than ; . . : “ps siderably g noe 3 a (Bene ated oise than a radios, the Transistor is the ideal amplifying element. 
vacuum tube. This, of course, is another limitation on I : ing | b f Lif b 

‘ : F ; n equipment using large number amplifier: the maximum gain possible. Crystal diodes, on the other quip 8 org s° P $y UE: as 
hand, are used as mixers and detectors at frequencies well 1” large-scale computers, the absence of a heater makes 
above 300 mc. and appear to have the highest signal-to- it possible to place many units in a confined space with- 
noise ratios that can be obtained in these frequency out creating any serious heat dissapation difficulties, and 

ranges. interruptions due to tube failures are reduced to a very 
One of the principle problems remaining in the de- low value. 

velopment of the Transistor is matching the input and In th dium dai level . . _ . n the medium frequency range and at low power levels, cutput impedances of the unit to its input and output cir- : = 7 e P > 
cuits, respectively. The input impedance of the Transistor crystal diodes and triodes, in conjunction with the new 
is low because the bias in the input circuit causes current printed circuit techniques, make possible a considerable 
to flow in the forward direction through the point con- advance in the present trend toward miniaturization. 
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his is a picture of PING 

It's a picture that gives automotive engi- ucts and improving manufacturing methods. High 

neers clear-cut facts on performance—a speed “stills” can freeze fast action at just the crucial 

picture that suggests how photography with moment—and the design or operation of a part can 

its ability to record, its accuracy and its be adjusted to best advantage. 

speed, can play important roles in all And high speed movies can expand a second of 

modern business and industry. eg . . 
action into several minutes so that fast motion can 

No, this is not the “doodling” of a man on the tele- be slowed down for observation—and products be 

phone. Far from it. It’s the photographic record of made more dependable, more durable. 

an oscilloscope trace that shows, and times, detona- Such uses of photography —and many more—can 

tion in a “knocking” engine. It all happens in a few help you improve your product, your tools, your 

hundred-thousandths of a second—yet photography production methods. For every day, functional pho- 

gets it clearly and accurately as nothing else can. tography is proving a valuable and important ad- 

Oscillograph recording is but one of countless junct in more and more modern enterprises. 

functional uses of photography in bettering prod- Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

Functional Photography fA 
... is advancing business and industrial technics Mes 

~~ Kodalk > Pe
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&B ...@ great name in research with a hig future in CHEMISTRY 

* ing inks, rubber com- oils, making possible the formulation ol HOW G-E GLYPTAL ALKYD RESINS pounds and floor cover numerous intermediate products. 
ings. The resins are SERVE THE PAINT INDUSTRY recommended as specifi One from Many 
vehicles for architec: Glyptal alkyd resins are only one of the 
tural, automotive, and numerous offspring of General Electric 

IH you've ever used: paint, chances are industrial finishes; water-thinned paints; research. Like G-E silicones, permanent you've already had experience with G-E nitrocellulose lacquers: urea-lormalde- magnets, and plastics—-compoundys as Glyptal alkyd resins. Because Glyptal— hyde enamels: aluminum paint: bulletin 
a development of General Electric colors: marine paints, and in numerous ye? // _Se 
chemists—is incorporated in the for- other applications. C4 toa 
mulas of hundreds of different paints, Glyptal alkyd resins are supplied in way om 4 = 
lacquers, enamels, and industrial fin- a variety of solvents so that they can be ie. “oh ~~ 
ishes of almost every type. easily applied by spraying, dipping, : li th Pd Ve ane “HS i , . ' ‘ psc o ee — ey 

These versatile synthetics. blended brushing, Howing, or roller coating, : *) ae ye 

IW <3) Sy mo, posit) _ a jj ‘i * S24 N Sh 9OR aGy, WG 
Li& SA re” XL Si Af ee “ SP cs] ACs Con = IX 4 3 . )I ) & / <4 # a \ B wth . ‘  \_\hew La Y\ % \w gy Ae z In paints for toys—or farm machinery—2592 [| t yh ey rr ®) Glyptal is suitable. upln NI OO GS 

SS wy, well as molded products—they are being 
4 se qo used more and more extensively every 

ty J ag month. Expanding production facilities. 
¥. i 4 vaiveral § with new plants in Anaheim, California 

inexteriorer thearior patntg;-evaniald; primers i "cinta. Seng airccalt: formulations. use and Waterford, New York, are helping 
and sealers, 2509 Glyptal formulations are ideal. fo meet the paint industry's growing 

They are compatible with a variety of needs for Glyptal. For more information 
Hrom phthalic anhydride, glycerine, and pigments, and disperse and suspend on these products, write to Chemical 
linseed, soya. or castor oil. serve the them very well. Many are miscible with Department, General Electric Company, paint industry like so many faithful eachother and with some varnishes and Pittsficld, Massachusetts, 
geni. General Electric has developed a 

Glyptal for almost every paint function 
: -lor adhesion, heat-resistance, arc-resist- 

. . 1 message to students of chemistry from Oe . ance, and humidity: for acid-, alkali-, oo oe . a  -. and oil-resisiince. ‘Phese moderate-cost © S- FERGUSON, Engineering Manager. Ff , resins have excellent durability. Chemicals Division, G-E Chemical Department, - S — 

“The increasing awarcness of the role of science in the : ae Master Mixers future of every one of us will continue to stimulate oppor- 4 . . tunities for young chemists. Here at General Electric, ve “8 These qualities have demonstrated search in sunthetic resins is just one of the Chemical we Glyptal’s valuc in coatings, both presery= Department's activities that hold great promise for fur j ( wive and decorative, lor metals. woods, ther development.” ‘ 
paper, textiles, ad in adhesives, print 

YOU CAN PUT YOUR CONFIDENCE IN 

PLASTICS @ SILICONES @ INSULATING MATERIALS @ GLYPTAL ALKYD RESINS @ PERMANENT MAGNETS
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